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Abstract
Modelling a large bundle of curves arises in a broad spectrum of real applications.
However, existing literature relies primarily on the critical assumption of independent
curve observations. In this paper, we provide a general theory for large-scale Gaussian
curve time series, where the temporal and cross-sectional dependence across multiple
curve observations exist and the number of functional variables, p, may be large relative
to the number of observations, n. We propose a novel functional stability measure
for multivariate stationary processes based on their spectral properties and use it to
establish some useful concentration bounds on the sample covariance matrix function.
These concentration bounds serve as a fundamental tool for further theoretical analysis,
in particular, for deriving nonasymptotic upper bounds on the errors of the regularized
estimates in high dimensional settings. As functional principle component analysis
(FPCA) is one of the key techniques to handle functional data, we also investigate the
concentration properties of the relevant estimated terms under a FPCA framework. To
illustrate with an important application, we consider vector functional autoregressive
models and develop a regularization approach to estimate autoregressive coefficient
functions under the sparsity constraint. Using our derived nonasymptotic results, we
investigate the theoretical properties of the regularized estimate in a “large p, small n”
regime. The finite sample performance of the proposed method is examined through
simulation studies.
Key words: Concentration bound; Curve time series; Functional principal component analysis;
Functional stability measure; Large p, small n; Vector functional autoregression.
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1 Introduction
In functional data analysis, it is commonly assumed that each measured curve, treated as
the unit of observation, is independently sampled from some realization of an underlying
stochastic process. Curve time series, on the other hand, refers to a collection of curves
observed consecutively over time, where the temporal dependence across curve observations
exhibits. Existing literature mainly focuses on modelling univariate or bivariate curve time
series, see, e.g., Bathia et al. (2010); Cho et al. (2013); Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013) and
Ho¨rmann et al. (2015). Recent advances in technology have made large-scale curve time series
datasets become increasingly common in many applications. Examples include cumulative
intraday return trajectories (Horvath et al., 2014) and functional volatility processes (Mu¨ller
et al., 2011) for a large number of stocks, daily concentration curves of particulate matter and
gaseous pollutants at different cities of China (Li et al., 2017), and intraday energy consump-
tion curves for thousands of London households (available at https://data.london.gov.
uk/dataset/smartmeter-energy-use-data-in-london-households). These applications
require understanding the relationships among a large bundle of curves based on a relatively
small to moderate number of serially dependent observations.
Throughout the paper, suppose we have n observed p-dimensional vector of random
curves, Xtp¨q “
`
Xt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨q
˘
T
, t “ 1, . . . , n, defined on a compact interval U . Let Xtp¨q
have mean zero and covariance matrix function, Σ0pu, vq “ E
 
XtpuqXtpvqT
(
, pu, vq P U2.
Estimating Σ0 is not only of interest by itself but also involved in subsequent analysis, such
as dimension reduction and modelling of multivariate functional data. In the classical setting
where p is fixed, n Ñ 8 and  Xtp¨q( are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), it
is well known that the sample covariance matrix function
pΣ0pu, vq “ n´1 nÿ
t“1
XtpuqXtpvqT , pu, vq P U2, (1)
is a consistent estimator. The existing literature on pΣ0 replies on the key assumption of
i.i.d. observations and its diagonalwise nonasymptotic properties have been studied in Qiao,
Guo and James (2018) and Qiao, Qian, James and Guo (2018). However, theoretical work
on pΣ0 based on fixed or even high-dimensional curve time series, where the data exhibit not
only cross-sectional but also temporal dependence, is largely untouched. It is of practical
and theoretical interest to ask the following questions: (i) What is the general dependence
condition to be satisfied such that pΣ0 is consistent under some functional matrix norms?
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(ii) How does the underlying dependence structure affect the theoretical properties of pΣ0?
Attempting to answer both questions facilitates our understanding of addressing large-scale
curve time series problems and forms the core of our paper.
Statistical learning in high dimensional scenarios is often impossible unless some lower-
dimensional structure is imposed on the model parameter space. One large class assumes
various functional sparsity patterns, where different regularized estimation procedures can
be developed, see e.g., under the i.i.d. setting, functional additive regression (Fan et al.,
2015) and functional graphical models (Qiao, Guo and James, 2018). To investigate the
theoretical properties of such regularized estimates in a time series context, one need to
develop suitable nonasymptotic results for pΣ0. The existing theoretical work on pΣ0 for curve
time series has focused on studying either its entrywise asymptotic properties or diagonalwise
nonasymptotic properties under a special autoregressive framework (Bosq, 2000). However,
these results are not sufficient to evaluate the performance of the regularized estimates under
high-dimensional scaling with a general dependence structure.
One main purpose of this paper is to establish some useful concentration bounds onpΣ0 for a large class of stationary processes, which serve as a fundamental tool for further
nonasymptotic analysis. In particular, we focus on multivariate stationary Gaussian curve
time series and introduce a novel functional stability measure for multivariate stationary
processes based on their spectral properties, which provides insights into the effect of de-
pendence on pΣ0. With the proposed functional stability measure, we establish concentration
bounds on the quadratic and bilinear forms of the operator induced from pΣ0, and then use
these results to derive some concentration bounds on pΣ0 under different functional matrix
norms. Due to the infinite dimensional nature of functional data, in practice, one usually
adopt a dimension reduction approach, e.g. functional principal component analysis (FPCA)
based on the Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion of a random curve, to approximate each curve by a
finite representation before subsequent analysis. We also develop some concentration results
for relevant estimated terms under a FPCA framework, which provide a powerful tool for
the nonasymptotic analysis of the FPCA-based regularized estimates in “large p, small n”
settings.
To illustrate the usefulness of our derived nonasymptotic results with an important ap-
plication, we consider vector functional autoregressive (VFAR) models, which characterize
the complex temporal and cross-sectional interrelationship among a vector of p curve time
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series and can lead to simultaneous forecasting of multiple curves. One advantage of a VFAR
model is that it accommodates dynamic linear interdependencies among multiple curve time
series into a static framework within a Hilbert space. In a high dimensional VFAR model,
not only p is large but each curve itself is an infinite dimensional object, we assume the spar-
sity structure embedded on the transition matrix functions and implement FPCA on each
curve, which results in fitting a higher dimensional vector autoregressive (VAR) model. Then
we propose the regularized estimators for the block transition matrices, on which a block
sparsity constraint is enforced via a standardized group lasso penalty (Simon and Tibshirani,
2012). Using our derived concentration results, we establish nonasymptotic upper bounds
on the estimation errors and show that the regularized estimation procedure can produce
consistent estimates under high-dimensional scaling.
Related literature. High-dimensional scalar time series have been extensively studied
in recent years. Chen et al. (2013) considered estimation of covariance matrices and their
inverses for stationary and locally stationary processes. Basu and Michailidis (2015) es-
tablished useful concentration bounds for dependent data based on their proposed stability
measure for stationary Gaussian processes. Chen et al. (2016) studied a Dantzig-selector
type regularized estimator for linear functionals of high-dimensional linear processes. Loh
and Wainwright (2012) and Wu and Wu (2016) investigated the theoretical properties of the
lasso estimates. The statistical inference via Gaussian approximations were considered in
Zhang and Wu (2017). Examples of recent developments in high dimensional VAR models
include the following. Kock and Callot (2015) established oracle inequalities for high di-
mensional VAR models. Basu and Michailidis (2015) studied the theoretical properties of `1
regularized estimates. Han et al. (2015) alternatively proposed a Dantzig-type penalization
and formulated the estimation procedure as a linear program. Guo et al. (2016) considered
a class of VAR models with banded coefficient matrices. For examples of research on func-
tional autoregressive models, see Bosq (2000); Kokoszka and Reimherr (2013); Aue et al.
(2015) and the reference therein.
Outline of the paper. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we first introduce a functional stability measure and use it to establish concentration bounds
on the quadratic/bilinear forms of the operator induced from pΣ0, and pΣ0 itself under different
functional matrix norms. We then consider the Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion of each random
curve and develop some useful concentration results under a FPCA framework. In Section 3,
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we propose a sparse VFAR model, develop a FPCA-based penalization approach, present
theoretical analysis of the regularized estimates and finally illustrate the superiority of the
proposed method to its competitors through simulation studies. We conclude our paper by
discussing several possible future works in Section 4. All technical proofs are relegated to
the Appendix and the Supplementary Material.
Notation. We summarize here some notation to be used throughout the paper. Let Z
and R denote the sets of integers and real numbers, respectively. We denote the indicator
function by Ip¨q. For a finite set J, we denote its cardinality by |J |. For two positive sequences
tanu and tbnu, we write an Á bn if there exists an absolute constant c, such that an ě cbn
for all n. We use an — bn to denote an Á bn and bn Á an. We write an “ op1q if an Ñ 0
as n Ñ 8. For a vector x P Rp, we denote the `q norm by ||x||q “ přpj“1 |xj|qq1{q for
q ą 0. For two p1 by p2 matrices, A and B, we let xxA,Byy “ tracepATBq and denote the
Frobenius, operator, elementwise maximum norms of B by ||B||F “
`ř
j,k B
2
jk
˘1{2
, ||B|| “
sup||x||2ď1||Bx||2, ||B||max “ maxj,k |Bjk|, respectively. Let L2pUq denote a Hilbert space of
square integrable functions defined on the compact set U equipped with the inner product
xf, gy “ şU fpuqgpuqdu for f, g P L2pUq and the induced norm } ¨ } “ x¨, ¨y1{2. For a Hilbert
space H Ď L2pUq, we denote the p-fold Cartesian product by Hp “ Hˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆH and the tensor
product by S “ HbH. For two p-dimensional function-valued vectors, f “ pf1, . . . , fpqT and
g “ pg1, . . . , gpqT inHp withH “ L2pUq, we denote the inner product by xf ,gy “ řpj“1xfj, gjy.
We use }f}0 “ řpj“1 Ip}fj} ‰ 0q and }f} “ xf , fy1{2 to denote the functional versions of vectors
`0 and `2 norms, respectively. For an integral operator K : H Ñ H induced from the kernel
K P S through
Kpfqpuq “
ż
U
Kpu, vqfpvqdv “ xKpu, ¨q, fp¨qy, (2)
for any given f P H, we denote the operator norm by }K}L “ sup}f}ď1 }Kpfq}. Without
any ambiguity, we denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of both K and K by }K}S “ }K}S “` ş ş
Kpu, vq2dudv˘1{2. For a p by p bivariate-function-valued matrix, A “ `Ajkp¨, ¨q˘1ďj,kďp in
Spˆp, we define the functional versions of maximum eigenvalue, Frobenius, elementwise max-
imum and matrix `8 norms by λmaxpAq, }A}F “
`ř
j,k }Ajk}2S
˘1{2
, }A}max “ maxj,k }Ajk}S
and }A}8 “ maxjřk }Ajk}S , respectively. For a block matrix B “ pBjkq P Rp1qˆp2q
with Bjk P Rqˆq for each pj, kq, we define its q-block versions of Frobenius, elementwise
maximum and matrix `1 norms by }B}F “
`ř
j,k }Bjk}2F
˘1{2
, }B}pqqmax “ maxj,k }Bjk}F and
}B}pqq1 “ maxk
ř
j }Bjk}F, respectively.
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2 Main results
Suppose that tXtp¨qutPZ, defined on U , is a sequence of p-dimensional centered and covariance-
stationary Gaussian processes with mean zero and p by p autocovariance matrix function,
Σhpu, vq “ Cov
 
Xtpuq,Xt`hpvq
( “ `Σh,jkpu, vq˘1ďj,kďp, t, h P Z, pu, vq P U2. In particular
when h “ 0, one typically refers to Σ0,jk as marginal-covariance functions for j “ k, and
cross-covariance functions for j ‰ k. In an analogy to (2), we define an autocovariance matrix
operator at lag h, Ξh : Hp Ñ Hp with the kernel Σh such that, for any given Φ P Hp,
ΞhpΦqpuq :“
ż
U
Σhpu, vqΦpvqdv “
»——–
xσh1pu, ¨q,Φp¨qy
...
xσhppu, ¨q,Φp¨qy
fiffiffifl , (3)
where σhjpu, ¨q “
`
Σh,j1pu, ¨q, . . . ,Σh,jppu, ¨q
˘
T
for j “ 1, . . . , p. In the special case of h “ 0,
the covariance matrix function Σ0 is symmetric and non-negative definite in the sense that
Σ0pu, vq “ Σ0pv, uqT for any pu, vq P U2 and xΦ,Ξ0pΦqy ě 0 for any Φ P Hp. Note that
the induced operator Ξh and its kernel Σh are in one-to-one correspondence through (3), for
notational consistency we will express terms, defined from Σh, using Ξh, where the context
is clear.
2.1 Functional stability measure
Before introducing the functional stability measure, we first consider the spectral density
matrix operator of tXtp¨qutPZ, defined from the Fourier transform of autocovariance matrix
operators tΞhuhPZ, which encodes the second-order dynamical properties of tXtp¨qutPZ.
Definition 1 We define the spectral density matrix function of tXtp¨qutPZ at frequency θ P
r´pi, pis by
fX,θp¨, ¨q “ 1
2pi
ÿ
hPZ
Σhp¨, ¨q expp´ihθq,
and the induced spectral density matrix operator FX,θ : Hp Ñ Hp with the kernel fX,θ, such
that, for any given Φ P Hp,
FX,θpΦq “ 1
2pi
ÿ
hPZ
ΞhpΦq expp´ihθq. (4)
The spectral density matrix function generalizes the notion of the spectral density matrix
(Basu and Michailidis, 2015) to the functional domain, and the spectral density matrix
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operator can be viewed as a generalization of the spectral density operator (Panaretos and
Tavakoli, 2013) to the multivariate setting. The existence of FX,θ, θ P r´pi, pis defined in (4)
is guaranteed if
ř8
h“0 }Ξh}2L ă 8, where we denote by }Ξh}L “ sup}Φ}ď1,ΦPHp}ΞhpΦq} the
operator norm of Ξh. Furthermore, if
ř8
h“0 }Ξh}L ă 8, then FX,θ is uniformly bounded and
continuous in θ with respect to } ¨ }L, and the following inversion formula holds.
Ξhp¨q “
ż pi
´pi
FX,θp¨q exppihθqdθ, for all h P Z. (5)
The inversion relationships in (4) and (5) indicate that spectral density matrix operators
and autocovariance matrix operators comprise a Fourier transform pair. Hence, we can
use tFX,θ, θ P r´pi, pisu to study the second-order dynamics of tXtp¨qutPZ, as stated in the
following condition.
Condition 1 (i) The spectral density matrix operator FX,θ, θ P r´pi, pis exists; (ii) The
functional stability measure of tXtp¨qutPZ, defined as follows, is bounded, i.e.
MpFXq “ 2pi ¨ esssup
θPr´pi,pis,ΦPHp0
@
Φ,FX,θpΦq
D@
Φ,Ξ0pΦq
D ă 8, (6)
where Hp0 “
 
Φ P Hp : xΦ,Ξ0pΦqy P p0,8q
(
.
We have several comments for the above condition. First, the functional stability mea-
sure, MpFXq, is expressed as a term proportional to the essential supremum of the func-
tional Rayleigh quotient of FX,θ relative to Ξ0 over θ P r´pi, pis. In particular, under the
non-functional setting with Φ P Rp and fX,θ,Σ0 P Rpˆp, (6) reduces to
2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,Φ‰0
ΦTfX,θΦ
ΦTΣ0Φ
ă 8,
which is equivalent to the upper bound condition for the stability measure, ĂMpfXq, intro-
duced by Basu and Michailidis (2015), i.e.
ĂMpfXq “ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,Φ‰0
ΦTfX,θΦ
ΦTΦ
ă 8.
Second, we denote the functional analog of ĂMpfXq ă 8 by
ĂMpFXq “ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,Φ‰0
@
Φ,FX,θpΦq
D@
Φ,IppΦq
D ă 8, (7)
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where Ip is the identity matrix operator induced from the kernel, Ip “
`
Cjkp¨, ¨q
˘
1ďj,kďp P
Spˆp with Cjkpu, vq “ Ipj “ kqIpu “ vq for pu, vq P U2. By contrast, our proposed functional
stability measure, MpFXq, makes more sense than ĂMpFXq, since it can account for the
effect of eigenvalues of Ξ0 at different magnitude levels. Specially, if Xt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨q are
finite dimensional objects, the upper bound conditions in (6) and (7) would be equivalent.
Third, it is clear that, unlike ĂMpfXq or ĂMpFXq,MpFXq is a scale-free stability measure.
In the special case of no temporal dependence, we have MpFXq “ 1. Fourth, since the
autocovariance matrix function characterizes a multivariate Gaussian processes, it can be
used to quantify the temporal and cross-sectional dependence for this class of models. In
particular, the spectral density matrix function provides insights into the stability of the
process. In our analysis of large-scale curve time series, we will use MpFXq as a stability
measure of the process of tXtp¨qutPZ. Larger values of MpFXq would correspond to a less
stable process.
Condition 1 is satisfied by a large class of functional linear processes including, e.g.
VFAR models and functional factor models, where the underlying spectral density matrix
function/operator can be expressed. See Section 3 for details on VFAR models. To illustrate
using an example, we consider a VFAR model of order 1, denoted as VFAR(1), as follows
Xtpuq “
ż
U
Apu, vqXt´1pvqdv ` εtpuq, pu, vq P U2. (8)
In the special case of a symmetric A, i.e. Apu, vq “ Apv, uqT , equation (8) has a stationary
solution if and only if ||A||L ă 1. See Theorem 3.5 of Bosq (2000) for the discussion of
this condition when p “ 1. However, this restrictive condition is violated by many stable
VFAR(1) models with nonsymmetric A. Moreover, it does not generalize beyond VFAR(1)
models. See Basu and Michailidis (2015) for the remark on the restrictiveness of an analogous
condition in the non-functional setting.
We consider an illustrative example with
Apu, vq “
»– aψ1puqψ1pvq bψ1puqψ2pvq
0 aψ2puqψ2pvq
fifl ,Xtpuq “
»– xt1ψ1puq
xt2ψ2puq
fifl and εtpuq “
»– et1ψ1puq
et2ψ2puq
fifl ,
(9)
where pet1, et2qT i.i.d.„ Np0, I2q and }ψj} “ 1 for j “ 1, 2. Section C of the Supplementary
Material provides details to calculate ρpAq (spectral radius of A), ||A||L and MpFXq for
the example we consider. In particular, ρpAq “ |a| ă 1 corresponds to a stationary solution
8
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Figure 1: The illustrative VFAR(1) model. Left: ||A||L as a function of a and b, plotted against b
for different a. Right: MpFXq as a function of a and b, plotted against b for different a.
to equation (8). Figure 1 visualizes ||A||L and MpFXq for various values of a P p0, 1q. We
observe a few apparent patterns. First, increasing a results in a value for larger ||A||L. As
|b| grows large enough, the condition of ||A||L ă 1 will be violated, but equation (8) still
have a stationary solution. Second, processes with stronger temporal dependence, i.e. with
larger values of a or |b|, have larger values of MpFXq and will be considered less stable. In
our high-dimensional VFAR(1) modelling, it makes more sense to use MpFXq rather than
||A||L as a measure of stability of the process.
Definition 2 For all k-dimensional subprocesses of tXtp¨qutPZ, i.e.
 `
Xtjp¨q
˘
: j P J(
tPZ,
for J Ď t1, . . . , pu and |J | ď k, we define the corresponding functional stability measure by
MkpFXq “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,}Φ}0ďk,ΦPHp0
xΦ,FX,θpΦqy
xΦ,Ξ0pΦqy , k “ 1, . . . , p. (10)
It is obvious from definitions in Condition 1 and (10) that
M1pFXq ďM2pFXq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ďMppFXq “MpFXq ă 8,
which will be used in the subsequent analysis.
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2.2 Concentration bounds on pΞ0 and pΣ0
Based on n observed p-dimensional realizations, X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q, generated from a stationary
process satisfying Condition 1, we construct an empirical estimator for Σh by
pΣhpu, vq “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
XtpuqXt`hpvqT , pu, vq P U2. (11)
The estimator pΞh for Ξh can be defined by replacing Σhp¨, ¨q with pΣhp¨, ¨q.
Condition 2 (i) The marginal-covariance functions, Σjjpu, vq’s, are continuous on U2 and
bounded uniformly on j P t1, . . . , pu and pu, vq P U2; (ii) λ0 “ max1ďjďp
ş
U Σjjpu, uqdu ă 8.
The following theorem provides the concentration bounds on pΞ0 under the quadratic
and bilinear forms. These concentration results serve as a starting point to establish some
nonasymptotic upper bounds on the error pΣ0 ´Σ0 and the convergence rate of the VFAR
estimate in Section 3.
Theorem 1 Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then for any given vectors Φ1, Φ2 P Hp0
with maxp}Φ1}0, }Φ2}0q ď k, k “ 1, . . . , p, there exists some universal constant c ą 0 such
that for any η ą 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@
Φ1, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qpΦ1qD@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D ˇˇˇˇˇ ąMkpFXqη
+
ď 2 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
, (12)
and
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@
Φ1, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qpΦ2qD@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D` @Φ2,Ξ0pΦ2qD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąMkpFXqη
+
ď 4 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
. (13)
The concentration inequalities in (12) and (13) suggest that the temporal dependence may
affect the concentration properties via MkpFXq and in turn the nonasymptotic results in
two different ways, depending on which term in the tail bounds is dominant. We next apply
the results in Theorem 1 to establish some concentration inequalities and nonasymptotic
upper bounds on pΣ0 ´Σ0 under different functional matrix norms.
Theorem 2 Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists some universal con-
stant c˜ ą 0 such that for any η ą 0 and each j, k “ 1, . . . , p,
P
!››pΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk››S ą 2M1pfXqλ0η) ď 4 exp!´ c˜nminpη2, ηq), (14)
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and
P
!››pΣ0 ´Σ0››max ą 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď 4p2 exp!´ c˜nminpη2, ηq). (15)
In particular, if the sample size n satisfies the bound n ě ρ2 log p, where ρ is some constant
with ρ ą ?2c˜´1{2, then with probability greater than 1´ 4p2´c˜ρ2, the estimate pΣ0 satisfies the
bound ››pΣ0 ´Σ0››max ď 2M1pFXqλ0ρ
c
log p
n
. (16)
Theorem 3 Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists some universal con-
stant c˜ ą 0 such that for any η ą 0
P
!››pΣ0 ´Σ0››F ą 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď p2η2n`16c˜´1 ` 128c˜´2n´1˘. (17)
In particular, if the sample size n satisfies the bound n ą 128pρ˜2c˜2 ´ 16c˜q´1, where ρ˜ is
some positive constant with ρ˜ ą 4c˜´1{2, then with probability greater than 1 ´ ρ˜´2`16c˜´1 `
128c˜´2n´1
˘
, the estimate pΣ0 satisfies the bound
››pΣ0 ´Σ0››F ď 2M1pFXqλ0ρ˜
c
p2
n
. (18)
The concentration properties of pΣ0,jk under the independence and “j “ k” setting were
studied in Qiao, Guo and James (2018). By contrast, when X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q are serially
dependent, (14) provides concentration bounds on pΣ0,jk with free choices of pj, kq and more
explicit control of the constants. In the bounds established in Theorems 2 and 3, the effect
of dependence is captured byM1pFXq with larger values yielding a slower convergence rate.
When the processes of tXtp¨qutPZ are stable and M1pFXq remains constant with respect
to pn, pq, we obtain the error rates under functional elementwise maximum and Frobenius
norms as
››pΣ0 ´Σ0››max “ OP plog p{nq1{2( and ››pΣ0 ´Σ0››F “ OP pp2{nq1{2(, respectively.
These convergence rates are of the same order as those of the sample covariance matrix for
i.i.d. scalar observations (Bickel and Levina, 2008). See also Basu and Michailidis (2015) for
a similar elemenetwise convergence result in a scalar time series context.
In the following proposition, we present similar concentration bounds on the autocovari-
ance matrix function pΞh at lag h ‰ 0.
Proposition 1 Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then for any given vectors Φ1,
Φ2 P Hp0 with maxp}Φ1}0, }Φ2}0q ď k, k “ 1, . . . , p, there exists some universal constant
11
c ą 0 such that for any η ą 0 and h ‰ 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ1qD@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D ˇˇˇˇˇ ą 2MkpFXqη
+
ď 4 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
, (19)
and
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ2qD@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D` @Φ2,Ξ0pΦ2qD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą 2MkpFXqη
+
ď 8 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
. (20)
Proposition 1 provides the concentration bounds on pΞh under the quadratic and bilinear
forms and can be used to derive the exponential convergence rates of pΣh under functional ele-
mentwise maximum and Frobenius norms as
››pΣh´Σh››max “ OP  M1pFXqplog p{nq1{2( and››pΣh´Σh››F “ OP  M1pFXqpp2{nq1{2( , respectively. In particular, the diagonalwise concen-
tration results for pΣh are useful to address error-contaminated curve time series problems
under an autocovariance framework (Bathia et al., 2010; Qiao, Chen and Guo, 2018).
2.3 Concentration bounds under a FPCA framework
For each j “ 1, . . . , p, we assume that Xtjp¨q admits the Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion, i.e.
Xtjp¨q “ ř8l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q, which forms the foundation of FPCA. The coefficients ξtjl “ xXtj, φjly,
l ě 1, namely functional principal component (FPC) scores, correspond to a sequence of
random variables with Epξtjlq “ 0, Varpξtjlq “ λjl and Covpξtjl, ξtjl1q “ 0 if l ‰ l1. The
eigen-pairs tpλjl, φjlqulě1 satisfy the eigen-decomposition xΣ0,jjpu, ¨q, φjlp¨qy “ λjlφjlpuq with
λj1 ě λj2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ . We say that Xtjp¨q is dj-dimensional if λjdj ‰ 0 and λjpdj`1q “ 0 for some
integer 1 ď dj ă 8. If dj “ 8, all the eigenvalues are nonzero and Xtjp¨q is a truly infinite
dimensional functional object.
To implement FPCA based on realizations, X1jp¨q, . . . , Xnjp¨q, we first compute the
sample estimator for Σ0,jj by pΣ0,jjpu, vq “ n´1 řnt“1XtjpuqXtjpvq. Performing the eigen-
decomposition on pΣ0,jj, i.e. xpΣ0,jjpu, ¨q, pφjlp¨qy “ pλjlpφjlpuq, l ě 1, leads to the estimated
eigen-pairs ppλjl, pφjlq and estimated FPC scores pξtjl “ xXtj, pφjly for l ě 1.
2.3.1 Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
To present the relevant concentration results under a FPCA framework, we impose the
following regularity condition.
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Condition 3 For each j “ 1, . . . , p, all the nonzero eigenvalues of Σ0,jj are different, i.e.
λj1 ą λj2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λjdj , and there exist some positive constants c0 and α ą 1 such that
λjl ´ λjpl`1q ě c0l´α´1 for l “ 1, . . . , dj.
Condition 3 is standard in functional data analysis literature, see e.g. Hall and Horowitz
(2007) and Qiao, Chen and Guo (2018). The parameter α controls the lower bounds for
spacings between adjacent eigenvalues with larger values of α allowing tighter eigen-gaps.
This condition also implies that λjl ě c0α´1l´α as λjl “ ř8k“ltλjk´λjpk`1qu ě c0 ř8k“l k´α´1.
Theorem 4 Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold. Then there exists some universal constant
c1 ą 0 such that for each j “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . , dj and any η ą 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąM1pFXqη ` ρ1l2α`1M21pFXqη2
+
ď 4 exp
!
´ c1nminpη2, ηq
)
, (21)
where ρ1 “ 16
?
2c´20 αλ20. In particular, let M be a positive integer possibly depending on pn, pq
with min1ďjďp λjM ą 0. If the sample size n satisfies the bound n ě ρ˜22 logppMqmax
 pρ˜1 ´
1q´2ρ21M4α`2M21pFXq, 1
(
, where ρ˜1 and ρ˜2 are some constants with ρ˜1 ą 1 and ρ˜2 ą c´1{21 ,
then with probability greater than 1 ´ 4ppMq1´c1ρ˜22, the estimates  pλjl : j “ 1, . . . , p, l “
1, . . . ,M
(
satisfy the bound
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ρ˜1ρ˜2M1pFXq
c
logppMq
n
. (22)
The concentration inequalities for the relative errors of tpλjlu are presented in (21) with
the effect of temporal dependence being encoded byM1pFXq. We provide three remarks for
the above theorem. First, when X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q are independent, the concentration bounds
on the absolute errors of tpλjlu can be found in Qiao, Guo and James (2018). By contrast,
Theorem 4 does not require the condition for upper bounds on eigenvalues. Moreover, when
M1pFXq remains constant with respect to pn, pq, (21) ensures a sharper bound on pλjl ´ λjl
as long as λjl converges to zero as l grows with n. Second, when Xtjp¨q is dj-dimensional for
j “ 1, . . . , p with d “ maxj dj ă 8, it is easy to show that a convergence rate similar to (22)
can be achieved, i.e. max1ďjďp,1ďlďdj
ˇˇppλjl ´ λjlq{λjl ˇˇ “ OP “M1pFXqtlogppdq{nu1{2‰ . Third,
in the special case of λjl “ 0 for l ą dj, comparing with the results in (21), we can obtain
faster exponential decay rate for pλjl due to the property of first order degeneracy. See also
similar arguments on the fast convergence for zero eigenvalues in Bathia et al. (2010) and
Lam and Yao (2012).
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Theorem 5 Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold. Then there exists some universal constant
c2 ą 0 such that for each j “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . , dj, any given function g P H and any η ą 0,
P
!›››pφjl ´ φjl››› ą 4?2M1pFXqλ0c´10 lα`1η) ď 4 exp!´ c2nminpη2, ηq), (23)
and
P
!ˇˇˇ@pφjl ´ φjl, gDˇˇˇ ě ρ2}g´jl}λM1pFXqλ1{2jl lα`1η ` ρ3}g}M21pFXql2pα`1qη2)
ď 8 exp
!
´ c2nminpη2, ηq
)
` 4 exp
!
´ c2M´21 pFXqnl´2pα`1q
)
,
(24)
where gp¨q “ ř8m“1 gjmφjmp¨q, }g´jl}λ “ `řm:m‰lλjmg2jm˘1{2, ρ2 “ 2c´10 λ0 and ρ3 “ 4p6 `
2
?
2qc´20 λ20 with c0 ď 4M1pFXqλ0lα`1. In particular, let M be a positive integer possibly
depending on pn, pq with min1ďjďp λjM ą 0. If the sample size n satisfies the lower bound
n ě ρ˜24 logppMqmax
” 
ρ˜3 ´ ρ2max1ďjďp,1ďlďMp||g´jl||λλj1q
(´2
ρ23||g||2M2α`2M21pFXq, 1
ı
,
where ρ˜3 and ρ˜4 are some constants with ρ˜3 ą ρ2maxj,lp||g´jl||λλj1q and ρ˜4 ą c´1{22 , then with
probability greater than 1 ´ 8ppMq1´c2ρ˜24 , the estimates  pφjlp¨q : j “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . ,M(
satisfy the bounds
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
›››pφjl ´ φjl››› ď 4?2λ0c´10 ρ˜4M1pFXqMα`1
c
logppMq
n
, (25)
and
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
ˇˇˇ@pφjl ´ φjl, gDˇˇˇ ď ρ˜3ρ˜4M1pFXqMα`1c logppMq
n
. (26)
We give two comments for Theorem 5. First, the nonasymptotic results for tpφjlp¨qu
in (23)–(26) are commonly affected by the temporal dependence through M1pFXq. For
independent curve observations, the concentration bounds on tpφjlp¨qu under the L2 norm
were developed in Qiao, Guo and James (2018). By contrast, our concentration results hold
for a larger class of stationary processes, while the independence setting can be viewed as a
special situation with M1pFXq “ 1. Second, in the special case of g P tφjmumě1, the result
in (24) corresponds to the optimal exponential decay rate in the following sense. (i) When
g “ φjm for m ‰ l, (24) implies that
ˇˇ
λ
´1{2
jm λ
´1{2
jl xpφjl ´ φjl, φjmyˇˇ “ OP `lα`1n´1{2˘; (ii) When
g “ φjl, we have }g´jl}λ “ 0, thus obtaining a faster convergence rate of
ˇˇxpφjl ´ φjl, φjlyˇˇ “
OP
`
l2pα`1qn´1
˘
. Provided the fact that xpφjl ´ φjl, φjly “ ´2´1}pφjl ´ φjl}2, this convergence
rate is consistent to that of }pφjl ´ φjl} “ OP `lα`1n´1{2˘, implied by (23).
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2.3.2 Covariance between FPC scores
For each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . dj and m “ 1, . . . , dk, denote the covariance between FPC
scores ξtjl and ξtkm by σjklm and its sample estimate by pσjklm “ n´1 řnt“1 pξtjlpξtkm We next
present the concentration bounds on tpσjklmu.
Theorem 6 Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold. Then there exists some universal constant
c3 ą 0 such that
(i) for each j “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . , dj and any η ą 0,
P
"ˇˇˇˇpσjjll ´ σjjll
λjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ąM1pFXqη ` ρ1M21pFXql2α`1η2
*
ď 4 exp
!
´ c3nminpη2, ηq
)
;
(27)
(ii) for each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . , dj, m “ 1, . . . , dk, but j ‰ k or l ‰ m, and any
η ą 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpσjklm ´ σjklmλ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě ρ4M1pFXqpl `mqα`1η ` ρ5M21pFXqpl `mq3α`2η2
+
ď20 exp  ´ c3nminpη2, ηq(` 8 exp  ´ c3M´21 pFXqnl´2pα`1q(,
(28)
where ρ1 “ 16
?
2c´20 αλ20, ρ4 and ρ5 are defined in (A.15) in the Appendix.
In particular, let M be a positive integer possibly depending on pn, pq with min1ďjďp λjM ą 0.
If the sample size n satisfies the lower bound
n ě ρ˜26 logppMqmax
 pρ˜5 ´ 2α`1ρ4q´226α`4ρ25M4α`2M21pFXq, 1(,
where ρ˜5 and ρ˜6 are some constants with ρ˜5 ą 2α`1ρ4 and ρ˜6 ą c´1{23 , then with probability
greater than 1´20ppMq1´c3ρ˜26 , the estimates  pσjklm : j, k “ 1, . . . , p, l,m,“ 1, . . . ,M( satisfy
the bound
max
1ďj,kďp
1ďl,mďM
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pσjklm ´ σjklmλ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ρ˜5ρ˜6M1pFXqMα`1
c
logppMq
n
. (29)
Likewise, the relative error bounds in Theorem 6 are also governed by M1pFXq. We
provide three comments here. First, when j “ k and l “ m with σjjll “ λjl, the concentration
inequality in (27) reduces to (21) corresponding to a faster exponential decay rate. Second,
in the special case of no temporal dependence, Qiao, Guo and James (2018) developed
concentration results in terms of the absolute errors of pσjlkm. By contrast, we derive the
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concentration bounds on the relative errors in Theorem 6. If we further assume thatM1pFXq
remains constant with respect to pn, pq and λjl — l´α for each j, as required in Qiao, Guo
and James (2018), then (28) would result in a sharper convergence rate of |pσjklm ´ σjklm| “
OP
 pl`mqn´1{2( as opposed to OP pl`mqα`1n´1{2(, established in Qiao, Guo and James
(2018). Third, we can relax Condition 3 by allowing different decay rates of lower bounds
on the eigen-gaps across j, denoted by αj for j “ 1, . . . , p, the resulting relative error rate
becomes
ˇˇ
λ
´1{2
jl λ
´1{2
km ppσjklm ´ σjklmqˇˇ “ OP plαj`1 `mαk`1qn´1{2(.
3 Vector functional autoregressive models
Inspired from the standard VAR formulation, we propose a VFAR model of lag L, namely
VFAR(L), which is able to characterize linear interdependencies among multiple curve time
series, as follows
Xt “
Lÿ
h“1
AhpXt´hq ` εt, t “ L` 1, . . . , n, (30)
where the errors, εtp¨q “
`
εt1p¨q, . . . , εtpp¨q
˘T
, t “ L` 1, . . . , n, are i.i.d. from a p-dimensional
mean zero Gaussian process, independent of Xt´1p¨q,Xt´2p¨q, . . . , and Ah : Hp Ñ Hp is
the transition matrix operator at lag h P t1, . . . , Lu, induced from the kernel of the tran-
sition matrix function at lag h, Ah “
`
Ahjkp¨, ¨q
˘
1ďj,kďp P Spˆp, through AhpXt´hqpuq “ş
U Ahpu, vqXt´hpvqdv. The structure of transition matrix functions provides insights into the
complex temporal and cross-sectional interrelationship amongst p curve time series. To make
the problem of fitting (30) feasible in “large p, small n” scenarios, we assume functional spar-
sity in A1, . . . ,AL, that is most of the components in
 
Xpt´hqjp¨q : h “ 1, . . . , L, j “ 1, . . . , p
(
are unrelated to Xtjp¨q for j “ 1, . . . , p.
Due to the infinite dimensional nature of functional data, for each j, we take a standard
dimension reduction approach through FPCA to approximate Xtjp¨q using the leading qj
principal components, i.e. Xtjp¨q « řqjl“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q “ ξTtjφjlp¨q, where ξtj “ pξtj1, . . . , ξtjqjqT ,
φjp¨q “
`
φj1p¨q, . . . , φjqjp¨q
˘
T
and qj is chosen large enough to provide a reasonable approxi-
mation to the trajectory Xtjp¨q.
Once the FPCA has been performed for each Xtjp¨q, we let Vhj P Rpn´Lqˆqj with its row
vectors given by ξpL`1´hqj, . . . , ξpn´hqj and Ψhjk “
ş
U
ş
U φkpvqAhjkpu, vqφjpuqTdudv P Rqkˆqj .
Then further derivations in Section D.1 of the Supplementary Material lead to the matrix
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representation of (30) as
V0j “
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
VhkΨhjk `Rj ` Ej, j “ 1, . . . , p, (31)
where Rj and Ej are pn ´ Lq by qj error matrices whose row vectors are formed by the
truncation and random errors, respectively. Hence, we can rely on the block sparsity pattern
in tΨhjk : h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , pu to recover the functional sparsity structure in tAhjk :
h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , pu. It is also worth noting that (31) can be viewed as a `řpj“1 qj˘-
dimensional VAR(L) model with the error vector consisting of both the approximation and
random errors.
3.1 Estimation procedure
The estimation procedure proceeds in the following three steps.
Step 1. We perform FPCA based on observed curves, X1jp¨q, . . . , Xnjp¨q and thus obtain
estimated eigenfunctions pφjp¨q “ `pφjlp¨q, . . . , pφjqjp¨q˘T and FPC scores pξtj “ `pξtj1, . . . , pξtjqj˘T
for j “ 1, . . . , p. See Section E.1 of the Supplementary Material for the selection of qj’s in
practice.
Step 2. Motivated from the matrix representation of a VFAR(L) model in (31), we
propose a penalized least squares (LS) approach, which minimizes the following optimization
criterion over tΨhjk : h “ 1, . . . , L, k “ 1, . . . , pu :
1
2
››››› pV0j ´ Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
pVhkΨhjk
›››››
2
F
` γnj
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
››› pVhkΨhjk›››
F
, (32)
where pVhj, the estimate of Vhj, is a pn ´ Lq by qj matrix with its i-th row vector given
by pξpL`i´hqj for i “ 1, . . . , pn ´ Lq, and γnj is a non-negative regularization parameter.
The `1{`2 type of standardized group lasso penalty (Simon and Tibshirani, 2012) in (32)
forces the elements of Ψhjk to either all be zero or non-zero. Potentially, one could modify
(32) by adding an unstandardized group lasso penalty (Yuan and Lin, 2006) in the form
of γnj
řL
h“1
řp
k“1 }Ψhjk}F to produce block sparsity in tΨhjku. However, orthonormalization
within each group would correspond to the uniformly most powerful invariant test for in-
clusion of a group (Simon and Tibshirani, 2012), hence we use a standardized group lasso
penalty here. See Fan et al. (2015) for a similar “fit penalized” framework by implementing
an `1{`2-penalized LS approach to fit a functional additive model. In Section E.3 of the
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Supplementary Material, we develop a block version of fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding
algorithm (FISTA), which mirrors recent gradient-based techniques (Beck and Teboulle,
2009; O’Donoghue and Candes, 2015), to solve the optimization problem in (32) with the
solution given by tpΨhjku. The proposed FISTA algorithm is easy to implement and converges
fast, thus is suitable for solving large-scale optimization problems.
Step 3. Finally, we estimate elements of transition matrix functions in (30) by
pAhjkpu, vq “ pφkpvqT pΨhjkpφjpuq, h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , p. (33)
3.2 Functional network Granger causality
In this section, we extend the definition of network Granger causality (NGC) under a VAR
framework (Lu¨tkepohl, 2005) to the functional domain and then use the extended definition
under our proposed VFAR framework to understand the causal relationship among multiple
curve time series.
In analogy to the NGC formulation, a functional NGC (FNGC) model consists of p nodes,
one for each functional variable, and a number of edges with directions connecting a subset
of nodes. Specifically, curve times series of tXtkp¨qutPZ is defined to be Granger causal for
that of tXtjp¨qutPZ or equivalently there is an edge from node k to node j, if Ahjkpu, vq ‰ 0
for some pu, vq P U2 or h P t1, . . . , Lu. Then our proposed FNGC model can be represented
by a directed graph G “ pV,Eq with vertex set V “ t1, . . . , pu and edge set
E “  pk, jq : Ahjkpu, vq ‰ 0 for some pu, vq P U2 or h P t1, . . . , Lu, pj, kq P V 2( .
Hence, to explore the FNGC structure and the direction of influence from one node to the
other, we need to develop an approach to estimate E, i.e. identifying the locations of non-zero
entries in pA1, . . . , pAL, the details of which are presented in Section 3.1.
3.3 Theoretical properties
According to Section D.2 of the Supplementary Material, all VFAR(L) models in (30) can
be reformulated as a VFAR(1) model. Without loss of generality, we consider a VFAR(1)
model in the form of
Xtpuq “
ż
U
Apu, vqXt´1pvqdv ` εtpuq, t “ 1, . . . , n.
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To simplify our notation in this section, we focus on the setting where the qj’s are the same
across j “ 1, . . . , p. However, our theoretical results extend naturally to the more general
setting. In our empirical studies, we select different qj’s, see Section E.1 of the Supplementary
Material for details. Let pZ “ ppV11, . . . , pV1pqT P Rpn´1qˆpq, Ψj “ pψT1j1, . . . ,ψT1jpqT P Rpqˆq.
and pD “ diag` pD1, . . . , pDp˘ P Rpqˆpq, where pDk “  pn ´ 1q´1 pVT1k pV1k(1{2 P Rqˆq for k “
1, . . . , p. Then minimizing (32) over Ψj P Rpqˆq is equivalent to minimizing the following
criterion over Bj P Rpqˆq
xxpYj,Bjyy ` 1
2
xxBj, pΓBjyy ` γnj}Bj}pqq1 , (34)
where pYj “ pn ´ 1q´1 pD´1pZT pV0j, pΓ “ pn ´ 1q´1 pD´1pZT pZpD´1. Let pBj be the minimizer of
(34), then pΨj “ pD´1pBj with its k-th row block given by pΨjk and pA “  pAjkp¨, ¨q( with its
pj, kq-th entry being pAjkpu, vq “ pφkpvqT pΨjkpφjpuq for j, k “ 1, . . . , p and pu, vq P U2.
Before stating the condition on the entries of A “ tAjkp¨, ¨qu, we begin with some nota-
tion. For the j-th row of A, we denote the set of non-zero functions by Sj “
 
k P t1, . . . , pu :
||Ajk||S ‰ 0
(
and its cardinality by sj “ |Sj| for j “ 1, . . . , p. We also denote the maximum
degree or row-wise cardinality by s “ maxj sj (possibly depends on n and p), corresponding
to the maximum number of non-zero functions in any row of A.
Condition 4 For each j “ 1, . . . , p and k P Sj, Ajkpu, vq “ ř8l,m“1 ajklmφjlpuqφkmpvq and
there exist some positive constants β ą α{2` 1 and µjk such that |ajklm| ď µjkpl`mq´β´1{2
for l,m ě 1.
For each pj, kq, the basis with respect to which coefficients tajklmul,mě1 are defined is de-
termined by tφjlp¨qulě1 and tφkmp¨qumě1 The basis φj1p¨q, φj2p¨q, . . . is canonical in functional
data problems, since it provides the unique basis with respect to which Xtjp¨q can be ex-
pressed under a Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion with uncorrelated coefficients. The parameter β
in Condition 4 determines the decay rate of the upper bounds for coefficients tajklmul,mě1. The
assumption β ą α{2` 1 can be interpreted as requiring each Ajkp¨, ¨q be sufficiently smooth
relative to marginal-covariance functions, Σ0,jjp¨, ¨q and Σ0,kkp¨, ¨q, the smoothness of which
are indicated by the corresponding spectral decompositions with minpλjl, λklq ě c0α´1l´α
from Condition 3. See Hall and Horowitz (2007) and Qiao, Chen and Guo (2018) for similar
smoothness conditions in functional linear models.
Next, we establish the consistency of the VFAR estimate based on the following sufficient
conditions including a restricted eigenvalue (RE) condition and two deviation conditions in
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Conditions 5–7, respectively. Finally, using the concentration results presented in Section 2.3,
we show that all stable VFAR models satisfy these three conditions with high probability.
Condition 5 The symmetric matrix pΓ P Rpqˆpq satisfies the RE condition with tolerance
τ1 ą 0 and curvature τ2 ą 0 if
θT pΓθ ě τ2}θ}2 ´ τ1}θ}21 @θ P Rpq. (35)
Condition 6 There exist some positive constants Cλ and Cφ such that
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλ
´1{2
jl ´ λ´1{2jl
λ
´1{2
jl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CλM1pFXq
c
logppqq
n
,
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq }pφjl ´ φjl} ď CφM1pFXqqα`1
c
logppqq
n
.
(36)
Condition 7 There exits some positive constant CE such that››› pYj ´ pΓBj›››pqq
max
ď CEM1pFXqsj
!
qα`2
c
logppqq
n
` q´β`1
)
, j “ 1, . . . , p. (37)
We are now ready to present the theorem on the convergence rate of the VFAR estimate
in a deterministic design, i.e. we assumes a fixed realization of X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q.
Theorem 7 Suppose that Conditions 1–7 hold with τ2 ě 32τ1q2s. Then, for any regulariza-
tion parameter, γnj ě 2CEM1pFXqsj
 
qα`2plogppqq{nq1{2 ` q´β`1(, γn “ max1ďjďp γnj and
qα{2sγn Ñ 0 as n, pÑ 8, any minimizer pBj of (34) satisfies
}pBj ´Bj}F ď 24s1{2j γnj
τ2
, }pBj ´Bj}pqq1 ď 96sjγnjτ2 for j “ 1, . . . , p,
and the estimated transition matrix function, pA, satisfies
}pA´A}8 ď 96α1{2qα{2sγn
c
1{2
0 τ2
!
1` op1q
)
. (38)
The convergence rate of pA under the functional matrix `8 norm is governed by two
sets of parameters: (1) dimensionality parameters, sample size (n), number of functional
variables (p), and maximum row-wise cardinality (s) in A; (2) internal parameters, func-
tional stability measure
`M1pFXq˘, the truncated dimension of curve time series (q), tol-
erance (τ1), curvature (τ2), decay rate of the lower bounds for eigenvalues (α) and decay
rate of the upper bounds for transition matrix basis coefficients (β). In the following,
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we provide three remarks for Theorem 7. First, it is easy to see that larger values of α
(tighter eigen-gaps) orM1pFXq (less stable process of
 
Xtp¨q
(
) or s (denser structure in A)
yield a slower convergence rate, while enlarging β or τ2 will increase the entrywise smooth-
ness in A or the curvature of the RE condition, respectively, thus resulting in a faster
rate. Second, the convergence rate consists of two terms corresponding to the variance-
bias tradeoff as commonly considered in nonparametric statistics. Specifically, the vari-
ance is of the order OP
“M1pFXqs2qp3α`4q{2tlogppqq{nu1{2‰ and the bias term is bounded by
O
 M1pFXqs2qpα´2β`2q{2(. To balance both terms, we can choose the optimal truncation
dimension q satisfying logppqqq2α`2β`2 — n. Third, in the special case when each Xtjp¨q is
finite dimensional, although the truncation step is no longer required, the FPC scores still
need to be estimated. The convergence rate then reduces to OP
 M1pFXqs2plogppq{nq1{2(,
which is slightly different from the rate of the high-dimensional VAR estimate in Basu and
Michailidis (2015).
Next, we turn to the case of random designs, in which Xtp¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q are drawn from
random ensembles. We need to verify that Conditions 5–7 are satisfied with high probability
in the following Propositions 2–4, respectively. We now introduce a sufficient condition for
Proposition 2.
Condition 8 For Σ0 “
`
Σ0,jkp¨, ¨q
˘
1ďj,kďp, we denote a diagonal matrix function by D0 “
diagpΣ0,11, . . . ,Σ0,ppq P Spˆp with its induced operator given by D0. The infimum µ of the
functional Rayleigh quotient of Ξ0 relative to D0, defined as follows, is bounded below by
zero, i.e.
µ “ inf
ΦPsHp0
@
Φ,Ξ0pΦq
D@
Φ,D0pΦq
D ą 0, (39)
where sHp0 “ tΦ P Hp : @Φ,D0pΦqD P p0,8qu.
Here the value µ, chosen as the curvature τ2 in the proof of Proposition 2, can be un-
derstood as requiring the minimum eigenvalue of the correlation matrix function for Xtp¨q
to be bounded below by zero. In particular, if Xtjp¨q is dj-dimensional for j “ 1, . . . , p
with d “ maxj dj ă 8, it is easy to show that µ reduces to the minimum eigenvalue of the
correlation matrix for the
ř
j dj-dimensional vector, ξt “ pξt11, . . . , ξt1d1 , . . . , ξtp1, . . . , ξtpdpqT .
Correspondingly, we can define the supremum µ of the functional Rayleigh quotient of Ξ0
relative to D0 by µ “ supΦPsHp0 xΦ,Ξ0pΦqyxΦ,D0pΦqy , which corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue
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of the correlation matrix function for Xtp¨q or the correlation matrix for ξt depending on
whether the dimension of each Xtjp¨q is infinite or not.
Proposition 2 (Verify Condition 5) Suppose that Conditions 1-3 and 8 hold. Then there
exist three positive constants CΓ, c4 and c5 such that, for n Á log p` log q,
θT pΓθ ě µ››θ››2
2
´ CΓM1pFXqqα`1
c
logppqq
n
››θ››2
1
with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5.
Proposition 3 (Verify Condition 6) Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold. Then there exists
four positive constants Cφ, Cλ, c4 and c5, such that, for n Á log p` log q, the two deviation
bounds in (36) hold with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 .
Proposition 4 (Verify Condition 7) Suppose that Conditions 1-4 hold. Then there exist
three positive constants CE, c4 and c5, such that, for n Á log p ` log q, the deviation bound
in (37) holds with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 .
Propositions 2–4 can be proved by applying the concentration results in Theorems 4–
6. Here we choose suitable common constants c4, c5 and sufficiently large n, as stated in
Propositions 2–4, such that the joint probability for the three events corresponding to the
nonasymptotic upper bounds in (22), (25) and (29), respectively, is greater than 1´c4ppqq´c5 .
As a consequence, if the sample size n Á log p ` log q, then with probability greater than
1´ c4ppqq´c5 , the estimate pA satisfies the error bound in (38).
3.4 Simulation studies
In this section, we conduct a number of simulations to compare the finite sample performance
of our proposed method to potential competitors.
In each simulated scenario, we generate functional variables by Xtjpuq “ spuqTθtj, j “
1, . . . , p, u P U “ r0, 1s, where sp¨q is a 5-dimensional orthonormal Fourier basis function and
each θt “ pθTt1, . . . ,θTtpqT P R5p is generated from a stationary VAR(1) process, θt “ Bθt´1`
ηt, with transition matrix B P R5pˆ5p, whose pj, kq-th block is given by Bjk, j, k “ 1, . . . , p
and innovations ηt’s being randomly sampled from Np0, I5pq. The observed values, Wtjs, are
then generated, with measurement errors, from Wtjs “ Xtjpusq ` etjs, at T “ 50 equally
spaced time points, 0 “ u1, . . . , uT “ 1 with errors etjs’s being randomly sampled from
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Np0, 0.52q. In our simulations, we generate n “ 100 or n “ 200 observations of p “ 40 or
p “ 80 functional variables, and we aim to show that, although our method is developed for
fully observed curve time series, it still works well even with measurement error.
According to Section D.3 of the Supplementary Material, Xtp¨q follows from a VFAR(1)
model, Xtpuq “
ş
U Apu, vqXt´1pvqdv ` εtpuq, where εtjpuq “ spuqTηtj and autocoefficient
functions satisfy Ajkpu, vq “ spuqTBjkspvq for j, k “ 1, . . . , p, pu, vq P U2. Hence, the func-
tional sparsity structure in A can be correspondingly characterized by the block sparsity
pattern in B. We consider two different scenarios for B as follows.
(i) Block sparse. We generate a block sparse B without any special structure. Specif-
ically, we generate Bjk “ wjkCjk for j, k “ 1 . . . , p, where entries in Cjk are ran-
domly sampled from Np0, 1q and wjk’s are generated from t0, 1u under the constraint
of
řp
k“1wjk “ 5 for each j, such that the same row-wise block sparsity level for B
can be produced. To guarantee the stationarity of tXtp¨qu, we rescale B by κB{ρpBq,
where κ is generated from Unif[0.5,1].
(ii) Block banded. We generate a block banded B, with entries in Bjk being randomly
sampled from Np0, 1q if |j ´ k| ď 2, and being zero at other locations. B is then
rescaled as described in (i).
We perform regularized FPCA on each function and use 5-fold cross-validation to choose
qj, the details of which are discussed in Sections E.1 and E.2 of the Supplementary Material.
Typically qj “ 4, 5 or 6 are selected in our simulations. We compare our proposed `1{`2-
penalized LS estimate using all selected principal components, namely `1{`2-LSa, to its two
competitors. One method, `1{`2-LS2, relies on minimizing `1{`2-penalized LS based on the
first two estimated principal components, which capture partial curve information. The
other approach, `1-LS1, project the functional data into a standard format by computing
the first estimated FPC score and then implement an `1 regularization approach (Basu and
Michailidis, 2015) for VAR estimation on this data. We examine the sample performance of
three approaches, `1{`2-LSa, `1{`2-LS2, and `1-LS1 in terms of model selection consistency
and estimation accuracy.
• Model selection. We plot the true positive rates against false positive rates, respec-
tively defined as
#tpj,kq:|| pApγnqjk ||S‰0 and ||Ajk||S‰0u
#tpj,kq:||Ajk||S‰0u and
#tpj,kq:|| pApγnqjk ||S‰0 and ||Ajk||S“0u
#tpj,kq:||Ajk||S“0u , over a
sequence of γn “ pγn1, . . . , γnpq values to produce a ROC curve. We compute the area
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under the ROC curve (AUROC) with values closer to one indicating better performance
in recovering the functional sparsity structure in A.
• Estimation error. We calculate the relative estimation accuracy for pA by }pA ´
A}F {}A}F , where pA is the regularized estimate based on the optimal regularization
parameter selected by minimizing AIC or BIC. See Section E.1 of the Supplementary
Material for details.
To investigate the support recovery consistency, Table 1 reports the average AUROCs of
three comparison methods for both settings. In all simulations, we observe that `1{`2-LSa
with most of curve information being captured, provides highly significant improvements over
its two competitors and `1-LS1 gives the worst results. See Section F of the Supplementary
Material for the graphical illustration of results, which is consistent to our findings in Table 1.
Table 1: The mean and standard error (in parentheses) of AUROCs over 100 simulation
runs. The best values are in bold font.
Model (i) Model (ii)
pn, pq `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1 `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1
p100, 40q 0.840(0.018) 0.690(0.019) 0.591(0.023) 0.872(0.016) 0.719(0.022) 0.609(0.024)
p100, 80q 0.829(0.015) 0.682(0.017) 0.585(0.015) 0.869(0.014) 0.714(0.017) 0.600(0.017)
p200, 40q 0.951(0.011) 0.764(0.020) 0.616(0.021) 0.971(0.006) 0.795(0.018) 0.639(0.023)
p200, 80q 0.948(0.010) 0.770(0.017) 0.626(0.015) 0.969(0.005) 0.799(0.014) 0.644(0.015)
To evaluate the estimation accuracy, Table 2 presents numerical results of relative errors
of regularized estimates. We also report the performance of the LS estimate in the oracle
case, where we know locations of non-zero entries of A in advance. Several conclusions can
be drawn from Table 2. First, in all scenarios, the proposed BIC-based `1{`2-LSa method
provides the highest estimation accuracy among all the comparison methods. Second, the
performance of AIC-based methods severally deteriorate in comparison with their BIC-based
counterparts. Given the high dimensional and functional natural of the model structure,
computing effective degrees of freedom for the VFAR estimate leads to a very challenging
task and requires further investigation. Third, LSoracle estimates give much worse results than
BIC-based regularized estimates. This is not surprising, since even in the “large n, small
p,” scenario, e.g. n “ 100, p “ 40 under Model (i), implementing LS requires estimating
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5ˆ 52 “ 125 parameters based on only 100 observations, which intrinsically results in a high
dimensional estimation problem.
Table 2: The mean and standard error (in parentheses) of relative estimation errors of pA
over 100 simulation runs. The best values are in bold font.
Model pn, pq γjn `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1 LSoracle
(i)
(100,40)
AIC 1.783(0.044) 1.455(0.032) 1.047(0.008)
1.483(0.044)
BIC 0.971(0.007) 0.997(0.002) 1.002(0.002)
(100,80)
AIC 1.546(0.037) 1.576(0.030) 1.124(0.013)
1.530(0.050)
BIC 0.991(0.003) 0.999(0.001) 1.002(0.001)
(200,40)
AIC 1.419(0.035) 1.159(0.016) 1.020(0.004)
0.990(0.029)
BIC 0.850(0.012) 0.989(0.003) 0.999(0.002)
(200,80)
AIC 1.544(0.045) 1.350(0.022) 1.032(0.004)
1.016(0.033)
BIC 0.915(0.013) 0.994(0.002) 1.000(0.001)
(ii)
(100,40)
AIC 1.679(0.040) 1.400(0.026) 1.039(0.008)
1.363(0.039)
BIC 0.957(0.009) 0.995(0.002) 1.000(0.002)
(100,80)
AIC 1.435(0.028) 1.489(0.020) 1.105(0.012)
1.383(0.036)
BIC 0.983(0.004) 0.998(0.001) 1.001(0.001)
(200,40)
AIC 1.329(0.028) 1.128(0.013) 1.014(0.004)
0.909(0.024)
BIC 0.824(0.009) 0.985(0.003) 0.998(0.002)
(200,80)
AIC 1.428(0.027) 1.296(0.013) 1.024(0.004)
0.926(0.019)
BIC 0.881(0.010) 0.990(0.002) 0.998(0.001)
4 Discussion
We identify several potential directions for future research. First, our theoretical results are
developed for multivariate stationary Gaussian processes. For non-Gaussian processes, one
needs to control higher order dependence possibly by using the higher order spectra. It is
interesting to develop suitable concentration results for multivariate non-Gaussian and/or
non-stationary processes, which would pose non-trivial theoretical challenges. The second
extension considers applying our derived concentration results on other important statistical
models for large-scale curve time series, e.g. functional additive models (Fan et al., 2015)
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and functional extension of factor models (Lam and Yao, 2012). Third, it is well known
that pΣ0 is not a consistent estimator for Σ0 in “large p, small n” regimes. It is of great
interest to develop consistent estimators through various types of regularization under the
high dimensional, functional and dependent setting we consider in the paper. These topics
are beyond the scope of the current paper and will be pursued elsewhere.
Appendix
A Technical proofs
In the following, write xφ,Ky, xK,φy and xφ1, xK,φ2yy forż
U
Kpu, vqφpuqdu,
ż
U
Kpu, vqφpvqdv and
ż
U
ż
U
Kpu, vqφ1puqφ2pvqdudv,
respectively.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
(i) Define Y “ `xΦ1,X1y, . . . , xΦ1,Xny˘T , then Y „ Np0,Qq, where Qrs “ @Φ1,Ξr´spΦ1qD
for r, s “ 1, . . . , n. Note that @Φ1, pΞ0pΦ1qD “ n´1ZTQZ, where Z „ Np0, Inq, and @Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1qD “
E
`
n´1ZTQZ
˘
. By the Hanson-Wright inequality of Rudelson and Vershynin (2013), we ob-
tain that
P
!ˇˇˇ@
Φ1,
`pΞ0 ´Ξ0˘pΦ1qDˇˇˇ ą ) ď 2 exp"´cminˆ n22}Q}2F , n}Q}
˙*
for some constant c ą 0. By }Q}2F {n ď }Q}2 and letting  “ η}Q}, we obtain that
P
!ˇˇˇ@
Φ1,
`pΞ0 ´Ξ0˘pΦ1qDˇˇˇ ą η}Q}) ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( (A.1)
for some universal constant c ą 0.
Next we derive an upper bound on the operator norm }Q}. Specifically, for any w “
pw1, . . . , wnqT P Rn with ||w|| “ 1, define Gwpθq “ řnr“1wr expp´irθq and its conjugate by
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Gw˚pθq. Then we obtain that
wTQw “
nÿ
r“1
nÿ
s“1
wrws
@
Φ1,Ξr´spΦ1q
D
“
nÿ
r“1
nÿ
s“1
wrws
ż pi
´pi
@
Φ1,FX,θpΦ1q
D
exptipr ´ sqθudθ
“
ż pi
´pi
@
Φ1,FX,θpΦ1q
D
GwpθqG˚wpθqdθ,
where the second line follows from the inversion formula (5). For a fixed p-dimensional
vector Φ P Hp, denoteMpFX,Φq “ 2pi ¨ess supθPr´pi,pis
ˇˇxΦ,FX,θpΦqyˇˇ. Since @Φ1,FX,θpΦ1qD
is Hermitian and
şpi
´pi GwpθqGw˚pθqdθ “ 2pi, we have }Q} ďMpFX,Φ1q. Then it follows from
the definition in (10) that
}Q} ďMpFX,Φ1q ďMkpFXq
@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D
.
This result, together with (A.1) implies (12).
(ii) Note that
4
@
Φ1, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qpΦ2qD ď @rΦ1, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qprΦ1qD´ @rΦ2, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qprΦ2qD.
where rΦ1 “ Φ1 `Φ2, rΦ2 “ Φ1 ´Φ2 and MpFX, rΦiq ď 2tMpFX,Φ1q `MpFX,Φ2qu for
i “ 1, 2. Combing these with results in (i) leads to
P
”ˇˇˇ@
Φ1, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qpΦ2qDˇˇˇ ą tMpFX,Φ1q `MpFX,Φ2quηı
ď
2ÿ
i“1
P
”ˇˇˇ@rΦi, ppΞ0 ´Ξ0qprΦiqDˇˇˇ ąMpFX, rΦiqηı ď 4 exp!´ cnmin `η2, η˘ )
for some universal constant c ą 0. This, together with,MpFX,Φiq ďMkpFXq
@
Φi,Ξ0pΦiq
D
for i “ 1, 2, implies (13), which completes the proof. ˝
A.2 Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
First, we derive the concentration bound on }pΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk}S for each j and k. Let dj “ˇˇtl : λjl ą 0uˇˇ for j “ 1, . . . , p and ∆jklm “ pλjlλkmq´1{2@φjl, xpΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk, φkmyD for l “
1, . . . , dj,m “ 1, . . . , dk, j, k “ 1, . . . , p. If dj ă 8 (or dk ă 8), define ∆jklm “ 0 for l ě dj`1
(or m ě dk`1). Clearly we have that
››pΣ0,jk´Σ0,jk››2S “ ř8l,m“1 λjlλkm∆2jklm. Then by Jensen’s
inequality, we have that
E
!››pΣ0,jk´Σ0,jk››2qS ) ď ´ 8ÿ
l,m“1
λjlλkm
¯q´1 8ÿ
l,m“1
λjlλkmE
ˇˇ
∆jklm
ˇˇ2q ď λ2q0 sup
l,m
E
ˇˇ
∆jklm
ˇˇ2q
. (A.2)
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For any given pj, k, l,mq, let
Φ1 “ p0, . . . , 0, λ´1{2jl φjl, 0, . . . , 0qT and Φ2 “ p0, . . . , 0, λ´1{2km φkm, 0, . . . , 0qT .
By the definition of ∆jklm and orthonormality of tφjlp¨qu and tφkmp¨qu for each j, k “ 1, . . . , p,
we have ∆jklm “ xΦ1, ppΞ0 ´ Ξ0qpΦ2qD, xΦ1,Ξ0pΦ1qy “ xΦ2,Ξ0pΦ2qy “ 1. Applying (13) in
Theorem 1, we can obtain that
P
!ˇˇ
∆jklm
ˇˇ ą 2M1pFXqη) ď 4 exp!´ cnminpη2, ηq), (A.3)
for j, k “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . ,Λj and m “ 1, . . . ,Λk. It then follows from Lemma 2 of the
Supplementary Material that for each integer q ě 1,
t2M1pFXqu´2q E
ˇˇ
∆jklm
ˇˇ2q ď q!4p4c´1n´1qq ` 4p2qq!p4c´1n´1q2q.
This together with (A.2) implies that
p2M1pFXqλ0q´2q E
!››pΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk››2qS ) ď q!4p4c´1n´1qq ` p2qq!4p4c´1n´1q2q. (A.4)
Finally it follows from that Lemma 2 of the Supplementary Material that there exists some
universal constant c˜ ą 0 such that
P
!››pΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk››S ě 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď 4 exp!´ c˜nminpη2, ηq).
Using the definition of }pΣ0´Σ0}max “ max1ďj,kďp}pΣ0,jk´Σ0,jk}S and applying the union
bound of probability, we obtain that
P
!
}pΣ0 ´Σ0}max ě 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď 4p2 ¨ exp!´ c˜nminpη2, ηq).
Let η “ ρalog p{n ď 1 and ρ2c˜ ą 2, which can be achieved for sufficiently large n. We
obtain that
P
#
}pΣ0 ´Σ0}max ě 2M1pFXqλ0ρc log p
n
+
ď 4p2´c˜ρ2 .
By similar arguments, we can prove Theorem 3. See Section B.1 of the Supplementary
Material for details. The proof is complete. ˝
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A.3 Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5
To simplify our notation, for each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, we will denote Σ0,jk and pΣ0,jk by Σjk
and pΣjk, respectively, in our subsequent proofs. Let δjl “ min1ďkďltλjk ´ λjpk`1qu andp∆jk “ pΣjk ´Σjk for j, k “ 1, . . . , p and l “ 1, 2 . . . . It follows from (4.43) and Lemma 4.3 of
Bosq (2000) that
sup
lě1
|pλjl ´ λjl| ď }p∆jj}S and sup
lě1
δjl}pφjl ´ φjl} ď 2?2}p∆jj}S . (A.5)
Moreover, we can express pλjl ´ λjl and pφjl ´ φjl, as stated in Lemma 3 in Section B.8 of the
Supplementary Material.
Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 3, we obtain that
pλjl ´ λjl
λjl
“
@
φjl, xp∆jj, φjlyD
λjl
` Rjl
λjl
, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, l “ 1, . . . , L.
Note that λjl “
@
φjl, xΣjj, φjly
D
. It follows from (12) in Theorem 1 that for any η ą 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@
φjl, xp∆jj, φjlyD
λjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąM1pFXqη
+
ď 2 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
. (A.6)
We next turn to the term
ˇˇ
Rjl{λjl
ˇˇ
. By (A.5), Lemma 3 and Condition 3 with δjl ě c0l´α´1
and λjl ě c0α´1l´α, we have ˇˇˇˇ
Rjl
λjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 4?2c´20 αl2α`1}p∆jj}2S .
It then follows from (14) in Theorem 2 that there exists some constant c˜ ą 0 such that for
any η ą 0
P
"ˇˇˇˇ
Rjl
λjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ą 4?2c´20 αl2α`1t2M1pFXqλ0ηu2
*
ď 2 exp
!
´ c˜nminpη2, ηq
)
. (A.7)
Let c1 “ minpc, c˜q. It follows from ρ1 “ 16
?
2c´20 αλ20, (A.6) and (A.7) that
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąM1pFXqη ` ρ1l2α`1M21pFXqη2
+
ď 4 exp
!
´ c1nminpη2, ηq
)
.
Applying the union bound of probability, we obtain that
P
#
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąM1pFXqη ` ρ1l2α`1M21pFXqη2
+
ď 4pM exp
!
´c1nminpη2, ηq
)
.
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Let η “ ρ˜2
a
logppMq{n ď 1 and 1`ρ1M2α`1M1pFXqη ď ρ˜1, both of which can be achieved
for sufficiently large n. We obtain that
P
#
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ρ˜1ρ˜2M1pFXq
c
logppMq
n
+
ď 4ppMq1´c1ρ22 .
The proof is complete. ˝
Proof of Theorem 5. It follows from (A.5), Condition 3 with δjl ě c0l´α´1 and (14) in
Theorem 2 that there exists some universal constant c1 “ minpc, c˜q such that for any η ą 0,
(23) holds.
Next we will prove the concentration bound on xpφjl´φjl, gy. It follows from the expansion
gp¨q “ ř8m“1 gjmφjmp¨q and (S.8) in Lemma 3 that@pφjl ´ φjl, gD “ ÿ
m:m‰l
ppλjl ´ λjmq´1gjm@pφjl, xp∆jj, φjmyD` gjl@pφjl ´ φjl, φjlD
“
ÿ
m:m‰l
!
ppλjl ´ λjmq´1 ´ pλjl ´ λjmq´1)gjm@pφjl, xp∆jj, φjmyD
`
ÿ
m:m‰l
pλjl ´ λjmq´1gjm
@pφjl ´ φjl, xp∆jj, φjmyD
`
ÿ
m:m‰l
pλjl ´ λjmq´1gjm
@
φjl, xp∆jj, φjmyD` gjl@pφjl ´ φjl, φjlD
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4.
Let Ωdj “ t2}p∆jj}S ď δjdju. It follows from Condition 3 and (14) with the choice of
η “ t4M1pFXqλ0lα`1u´1c0 ď 1 that
P
`
ΩCdj
˘ ď P`}p∆jj}S ě 2´1c0l´α´1˘ ď 4 exp  ´16´1c˜M´21 pFXqλ´20 c20l´2pα`1qn( . (A.8)
On the event Ωdj , we can see that suplďdj |pλjl ´ λjl| ď λjdj{2, which implies 2´1λjl ď pλjl ď
2λjl. Moreover, |pλjl ´ λjl| ď 2´1|λjl ´ λjm| for 1 ď l ‰ m ď dj and hence |pλjl ´ λjm| ě
2´1|λjl ´ λjm| for j “ 1, . . . , p. By Condition 3, |λjl ´ λjm| ě c0l´α´1 for 1 ď m ‰ l ď dj.
Using the above results, we have
|I1|2 ď
`pλjl ´ λjl˘2 ÿ
m:m‰l
ppλjl ´ λjmq´2pλjl ´ λjmq´2g2jm}p∆jj}2S
ď 4`pλjl ´ λjl˘2}p∆jj}2S ÿ
m:m‰l
pλjl ´ λjmq´4g2jm
ď 4c´40 }g´jl}2l4pα`1q
`pλjl ´ λjl˘2}p∆jj}2S ,
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where ||g´jl|| “ přm:m‰l g2jmq1{2. This together with (A.5) implies that, on the event Ωdj ,
|I1| ď 2c´20 }g´jl}l2pα`1q
››p∆jj››2S .
Similarly, we can show that
|I2| ď c´10 }g´jl}lα`1}pφjl ´ φjl}}p∆jj}S ď 2?2c´20 }g´jl}l2pα`1q}p∆jj}2S .
Moreover, by the result ||pφjl ´ φjl||2 “ xpφjl ´ φjl,´2φjly and (A.5) we have
|I4| “ 2´1|gjl|}pφjl ´ φjl}2 ď 4c´20 |gjl|l2pα`1q}p∆jj}2S .
Combing the above upper bound results, we have
|I1| ` |I2| ` |I4| ď p6` 2
?
2qc´20 }g}l2pα`1q}p∆jj}2S .
Let rλg “ řm:m‰lλjmpλjl ´ λjmq´2g2jm ď c´20 l2pα`1q}g´jl}2λ. Then it follows from (13) in
Theorem 1 and the fact λjl ` λjm ě 2λ1{2jl λ1{2jm that
P
!ˇˇˇ
λ
´1{2
jl
rλ´1{2g I3 ˇˇˇ ě 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď 4 exp!´ cnminpη2, ηq). (A.9)
Define Ω1,η “
!
}p∆jj}S ď 2M1pFXqλ0η) and
Ω2,η “
!ˇˇ
I3
ˇˇ ď 2c´10 λ0λ1{2jl }g´jl}λM1pFXqlα`1η).
Let ρ2 “ 2c´10 λ0 and ρ3 “ 4p6` 2
?
2qc´20 λ20. Under the event Ωdj XΩ1,η XΩ2,η, we obtain
that ˇˇˇ@pφjl ´ φjl, gDˇˇˇ ď ρ2}g´jl}λM1pFXqλ1{2jl lα`1η ` ρ3}g}M21pFXql2pα`1qη2.
Let c2 “ minp16´1λ´20 c20c˜, c1q. It follows from (14) in Theorem 2 and (A.9) that
P
`
ΩC1,η Y ΩC2,η
˘ ď 8 exp!´ c2nminpη2, ηq).
This together with (A.8) completes the proof of (24). Finally, letting η “ ρ˜4
b
logppMq
n
ă 1,
and following the similar technique used in the proof of (22), we can obtain (25) and (26),
which completes the proof. ˝
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 6
For the special case of pj, k, l,mq with j “ k, provided that pσjjlm “ pλjlIpl “ mq and σjjlm “
λjlIpl “ mq for j “ 1, . . . , p and l,m “ 1, . . . , dj, (27) follows directly from Theorem 4.
For general cases of pj, k, l,mq with j ‰ k, pσjklm “ n´1 řnt“1 pξtjlpξtkm and σjklm “
Epξtjkξtlmq. Let prjl “ pφjl ´ φjl, then error of pσjklm ´ σjklm can be decomposed as
pσjklm ´ σjklm “ @prjl, xpΣjk, prkmyD` ´@prjl, xp∆jk, φkmyD` @φjl, xp∆jk, prkmyD¯
`
´@prjl, xΣjk, φkmyD` @φjl, xΣjk, prkmyD¯` @φjl, xp∆jk, φkmyD
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4.
Let Ω1 “
!
}p∆jk}S ď λ0) and Ωjk,η “ !}p∆jk}S ď 2M1pFXqλ0η). On the event Ω1 X
Ωjj,η XΩkk,η XΩjk,η, it follows from Condition 3 with λjl ě c0α´1l´α, (A.5) and Lemma 4 in
Section B.9 of the Supplementary Material thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ I1λ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď c´10 αplmqα{2}prjl}`}p∆jk} ` }Σjk}S˘}prkm}
ď 64c´30 λ30αM21pFXqpl `mq3α`2η2,
(A.10)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ I2λ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2?2c´20 αplmqα{2}p∆jk}S´lα`1}p∆jj}S `mα`1}p∆kk}S¯
ď 16?2c´20 αλ20M21pFXqpl `mq2α`1η2
(A.11)
For the term I4, it follows from Theorem 1 and λjl ` λjm ě 2λ1{2jl λ1{2jm that
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ I4λ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě 2M1pFXqλ0η
+
ď 4 exp
!
´ cnminpη2, ηq
)
. (A.12)
Finally, we consider the term I3. Let ρ1˚ “ 2c´10 λ20 and ρ2˚ “ 4p6 ` 2
?
2qc´5{20 α1{2λ5{20 . By
Lemma 4, we have that }xΣjk, φkmy} ď λ1{2kmλ1{20 and }xφjl,Σjky} ď λ1{2jl λ1{20 . These results
together with (24) in Theorem 5 and Condition 3 with λjl ě c0α´1l´α imply thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ I3λ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ρ˚1M1pFXqpl `mqα`1η ` ρ˚2M21pFXqpl `mqp5α`4q{2η2. (A.13)
holds with probability greater than
1´ 8 exp  ´ c2nminpη2, ηq(´ 4 exp  ´ c2M´21 pFXqnl´2pα`1q(.
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Combining the results in (A.10)–(A.13) and by (14) in Theorem 2, we obtain that there
exists three positive constants ρ4, ρ5 and c3 such that
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpσjklm ´ σjklmλ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě ρ4M1pFXqpl `mqα`1η ` ρ5M21pFXqpl `mq3α`2η2
+
ď 20 exp  ´ c3nminpη2, ηq(` 8 exp  ´ c3M´21 pFXqnl´2pα`1q(, (A.14)
where c3 “ minp4´1c˜, c2q,
ρ4 “ 2λ0 ` 2c´10 λ20 and ρ5 “ 64c´30 αλ30 ` 16
?
2c´20 αλ
2
0 ` 4p6` 2
?
2qc´5{20 α1{2λ5{20 . (A.15)
Finally, letting η “ ρ˜6
b
logppMq
n
ă 1 and following the similar technique used in the proof
of (22), we can obtain (29), which completes the proof. ˝
A.5 Proof of Theorem 7
Since pBj P Rpqˆq is the minimizer of (34), we have
´xxpYj, pBjyy ` 1
2
xxpBj, pΓpBjyy ` γnj}pBj}pqq1 ď ´xxpYj,Bjyy ` 12xxBj, pΓpBjyy ` γnj}Bj}pqq1 .
Letting ∆j “ pBj ´Bj and Scj be the complement of Sj in the set t1, . . . , pu, we have
1
2
xx∆j, pΓ∆jyy ď xx∆j, pYj ´ pΓBjyy ` γnj´}Bj}pqq1 ´ }B1j `∆j}pqq1 ¯
ď xx∆j, pYj ´ pΓBjyy ` γnj´}BjSj}pqq1 ´ }BjSj `∆jSj}pqq1 ´ }∆jScj }pqq1 ¯
ď xx∆j, pYj ´ pΓBjyy ` γnj´}∆jSj}pqq1 ´ }∆jScj }pqq1 ¯
By Lemma 6 in Section B.11 of the Supplementary Material, Condition 7 and the choice of
γnj, we haveˇˇxx∆j, pYj ´ pΓBjyyˇˇ ď }pYj ´ pΓBj}pqqmax}∆j}pqq1 ď γnj2 `}∆jSj}pqq1 ` }∆jScj }pqq1 ˘.
Combing the above two results, we have
0 ď 1
2
xx∆j, pΓ∆jyy ď 3γnj
2
}∆jSj}pqq1 ´ γnj2 }∆jScj }
pqq
1 ,
which implies }∆jScj }pqq1 ď 3}∆jSj}pqq1 and therefore }∆j}pqq1 ď 4}∆jSj}pqq1 ď 4
?
sj}∆j}F . This
result together with Condition 5 and τ2 ě 32τ1q2sj implies that
xx∆j, pΓ∆jyy ě τ2}∆j}2F ´ τ1q2 }∆j}pqq1 (2 ě `τ2 ´ 16τ1q2sj˘}∆j}2F ě τ22 }∆j}2F . (A.16)
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Therefore,
τ2
4
}∆j}2F ď 32γnj}∆j}
pqq
1 ď 6γnjs1{2j }∆j}F ,
which implies that
}∆j}F ď 24s
1{2
j γnj
τ2
and }∆j}pqq1 ď 96sjγnjτ2 . (A.17)
as is claimed in Theorem 7.
Next we prove the upper bound of pA´A.
For k P Sj, it follows from Ψjk “
ş ş
φkpvqAjkpu, vqψjpuqTdudv, Condition 4 with
Ajkpu, vq “ φkpvqTajkφjpuq ` p
ř8
l,m“1´
řq
l,m“1qajklmφjlpuqφkmpvq and orthonormality of
tφjlp¨qulě1 and tφkmp¨qumě1 that }Ψjk}F “ ||ajk||F “
 řq
l,m“1 µ
2
jkpl`mq´2β´1
(1{2 ď  µ2jk şq1 şq1px`
yq´2β´1dxdy(1{2 “ Opµjkq. For k P Scj , we have Ψjk “ 0. Hence
}Ψj}pqq1 “
pÿ
k“1
||Ψjk||F “ O
` ÿ
kPSj
µjk
˘ “ Opsjq. (A.18)
Observe that pΨj ´Ψj “ pD´1pBj ´D´1Bj “ ppD´1 ´D´1qBj `D´1ppBj ´Bjq ` ppD´1 ´
D´1qppBj ´Bjq. It follows from the diagonal structure of pD´1 and D´1 that
}pΨj ´Ψj}pqq1 ď}ppD´1 ´D´1q}max}Bj}pqq1 ` }D´1}max}pBj ´Bj}pqq1
` }ppD´1 ´D´1q}max}pBj ´Bj}pqq1 . (A.19)
By Conditions 3, 6 and the fact pDk “ diag`pλ1{2k1 , . . . , pλ1{2kq ˘, Dk “ diag`λ1{2k1 , . . . , λ1{2kq ˘, we
have }ppD´1 ´ D´1q}max ď α1{2c´1{20 qα{2CλMpFXqb logppqqn and }D´1}max ď α1{2c´1{20 qα{2.
By Condition 2 and (A.18), we have ||B||pqq1 ď ||D||pqqmax}Ψj}pqq1 “ Opλ1{20 sjq. These results
together with (A.17) implies that
}pΨj ´Ψj}pqq1 ď 96α1{2qα{2sjγnj
c
1{2
0 τ2
!
1` op1q
)
, (A.20)
where the constant comes from the second term in (A.19), since the first and third terms are
of smaller orders relative to the second term.
For each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, note that
pAjkpu, vq ´ Ajkpu, vq “ pφkpvqT pΨjkpφjpuq ´ φkpvqTΨjkφjpuq ` Rjkpu, vq
“ pφkpvqT pΨjk !pφjpuq ´ φjpuq)` !pφkpvq ´ φkpvq)T pΨjkφjpuq
` φkpvqTppΨjk ´Ψjkqφjpuq ` Rjkpu, vq,
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We bound the first three terms. By Lemma 5 in Section B.10 of the Supplementary
Material, we have›››pφkpvqT pΨjk !pφjpuq ´ φjpuq)›››S ď q1{2 max1ďlďq }pφjl ´ φjl}}pΨjk}F ,›››!pφkpvq ´ φkpvq)T pΨjkφjpuq›››S ď q1{2 max1ďmďq }pφkm ´ φkm}}pΨjk}F , (A.21)›››φkpvqTppΨjk ´Ψjkqφjpuq›››S “ }pΨjk ´Ψjk}F .
We then bound the fourth term. By Rjkpu, vq “ přql,m“1´ř8l,m“1qajklmφjlpuqφkmpvq, we
have
||Rjk||2S “ Op1q
››› q`1ÿ
l“1
8ÿ
m“1
ajklmφjlpuqφkmpvq
›››2
S
“ Op1q
q`1ÿ
l“1
8ÿ
m“1
a2jklm ď Op1qµ2jk
q`1ÿ
l“1
8ÿ
m“1
pl `mq´2β´1 “ Opµ2jkq´2β`1q.
This together with Condition 4 implies that
max
1ďjďp
pÿ
k“1
||Rjk||S ď O
`
q´β`1{2 max
1ďjďp
ÿ
kPSj
µjk
˘ “ O`sq´β`1{2˘. (A.22)
It follows from (A.18), (A.20), (A.21), (A.22) and the fact }pΨj}pqq1 ď }pΨj ´ Ψj}pqq1 `
}Ψj}pqq1 “ Opsjq that
}pA´A}8 ď 2q1{2 max
1ďjďp
1ďlďq
}pφjl ´ φjl} max
1ďjďp }pΨj}pqq1 ` max1ďjďp }pΨj ´Ψj}pqq1 ` ||R||8.
ď 96α
1{2qα{2sγn
c
1{2
0 τ2
!
1` op1q
)
,
where the constant comes from maxj }pΨj ´Ψj}pqq1 , since other terms are of smaller orders of
this term. The proof is complete. ˝
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Supplementary Material to “A General Theory for Large-Scale
Curve Time Series via Functional Stability Measure ”
Shaojun Guo and Xinghao Qiao
This supplementary material contains additional technical proofs in Appendix B, deriva-
tions of functional stability measure for the illustrative VFAR(1) example in Appendix C,
some derivations for VFAR models in Appendix D, details of the algorithm to fit VFAR
models in Appendix E and additional simulation results in Appendix F.
B Additional proofs of technical details
B.1 Proof of Theorem 3
It follows from the definition of }pΣ0´Σ0}2F “ řpj,k“1 }pΣ0,jk´Σ0,jk}2S , Chebyshev’s inequality
and (A.4) with q “ 1 that for any η ą 0,
P
!
}pΣ0 ´Σ0}F ą 2M1pFXqλ0η) ď 1p2M1pFXqλ0q2 η2
pÿ
j,k“1
E}pΣ0,jk ´ Σ0,jk}2S
ď p
2
η2
p16c˜´1n´1 ` 128c˜´2n´2q
“ p
2
η2n
p16c˜´1 ` 128c˜´2n´1q.
By letting η “ ρ˜ap2{n with ρ ą 0, we have that
P
#
}pΣ0 ´Σ0}F ą 2M1pFXqλ0ρ˜cp2
n
+
ď ρ˜´2p16c˜´1 ` 128c˜´2n´1q.
The proof is complete. ˝
B.2 Proof of Proposition 1
Let Y1,t “ Xt `Xt`h , ΣY1,`pu, vq “ CovtY1,tpuq,Y1,pt``qpvqu, ` P Z, pu, vq P U2 and ΞY1,`
be the operator induced from the kernel ΣY1,`. Define the spectral density matrix operator
of Y1,t by
FY1,θpΦq “ 12pi
8ÿ
`“´8
ΞY1,`pΦq expp´i`θq, θ P r´pi, pis,Φ P Hp,
1
Then we can obtain that FY1,θpΦq “ t2 ` expp´ihθq ` exppihθquFX,θpΦq. Similarly, by
letting Y2,tpuq “ Xtpuq ´Xt`hpuq, ΣY2,`pu, vq “ CovtY2,tpuq,Y2,pt``qpvqu, ` P Zpu, vq, P U2,
ΞY2,` be the operator induced from the kernel ΣY2,` andFY2,θ be the spectral density matrix
operator of Y2, θ P r´pi, pis, we haveFY2,θpΦq “ t2´expp´ihθq´exppihθquFX,θpΦq,Φ P Hp.
Note that
4
@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ1qD “ @Φ1, ppΞY1,0 ´ΞY1,0qpΦ1qD´ @Φ1, ppΞY2,0 ´ΞY2,0qpΦ1qD
and MpFYi ,Φ1q ď 4MpFX,Φ1q for i “ 1, 2. Combing these with results in the proof of
(12) leads to
P
”ˇˇˇ@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ1qDˇˇˇ ą 2MpFX,Φ1qηı
ď
2ÿ
i“1
P
”ˇˇˇ@
Φ1, ppΞYi,0 ´ΞYi,0qpΦ1qDˇˇˇ ąMpFYi ,Φ1qηı ď 4 exp!´ cnmin `η2, η˘ ),
for some constant c ą 0. This result, together with, MpFX,Φ1q ďMkpFXq
@
Φ1,Ξ0pΦ1q
D
implies (19).
Note that
4
@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ2qD ď @rΦ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqprΦ1qD´ @rΦ2, ppΞh ´ΞhqprΦ2qD,
where rΦ1 “ Φ1 `Φ2, rΦ2 “ Φ1 ´Φ2 and MpFX, rΦiq ď 2tMpFX,Φ1q `MpFX,Φ2qu for
i “ 1, 2. Combing these with results and the proof of (19) leads to
P
”ˇˇˇ@
Φ1, ppΞh ´ΞhqpΦ2qDˇˇˇ ą 2tMpFX,Φ1q `MpFX,Φ2quηı
ď
2ÿ
i“1
P
”ˇˇˇ@rΦi, ppΞh ´ΞhqprΦiqDˇˇˇ ą 2MpFX, rΦiqηı ď 8 exp!´ cnmin `η2, η˘ )
for some constant c ą 0. This, together with, MpFX,Φiq ď MkpFXq
@
Φi,Ξ0pΦiq
D
for
i “ 1, 2, implies (20), which completes the proof. ˝
B.3 Proof of Proposition 2
It is easy to see that θT pΓθ “ θTΓθ ` θT ppΓ´ Γqθ. Hence we have
θT pΓθ ě θTΓθ ´ }pΓ´ Γ}max}θ}21.
By Condition 8, λminpΓq ě µ, where λminpΓq denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Γ. Together
with Lemma 1 in Section B.6, this proposition follows. ˝
2
B.4 Proof of Proposition 3
Note that on the event
 |pλjl ´ λjl| ď 2´1λjl(, we have pλjl ě λjl{2, pλ´1{2jl ď ?2λ´1{2jl and
|pλ´1{2jl ´λ´1{2jl | ď pλ´1jl |pλjl´λjl|λ´1jlpλ´1{2jl `λ´1{2jl ď 2λ´3{2jl |pλjl´λjl|, which implies that
ˇˇˇˇ pλ´1{2jl ´λ´1{2jl
λ
´1{2
jl
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
ˇˇˇ pλjl´λjl
λjl
ˇˇˇ
.
Then it follows from Theorems 4 and 5 that there exists positive constants Cλ, Cφ, c4 and
c5 such that the first and second deviation bounds in (36) respectively hold with probability
greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 . The proof is complete. ˝
B.5 Proof of Proposition 4
Notice that
pYj ´ pΓBj “ !pn´ 1q´1 pD´1pZT pVj ´ pn´ 1q´1D´1EpZTVjq) (S.1)
`pn´ 1q´1D´1E
!
ZTpVj ´ ZD´1Bjq
)
´ `pΓ´ Γ˘Bj.
First, we show the deviation bounds of pD´1pn´ 1q´1pZT pVj ´D´1Eppn´ 1q´1ZTVjq. We
decompose this term as pD´1!pn ´ 1q´1pZT pVj ´ Eppn ´ 1q´1ZTVjq) ` ppD´1 ´D´1qEppn ´
1q´1ZTVjq. It follows from Theorem 6 that there exists positive constants C1˚ , c4 and c5 that
sup
j,k
›››D´1k !pn´ 1q´1pZTk pVj ´ E`pn´ 1q´1ZTkVj˘)D´1j ›››
max
ď C˚1M1pFXqqα`1
c
logppqq
n
,(S.2)
with probability great than 1 ´ c4ppqq´c5 . Note that pDk “ diagppλ1{2k1 , . . . , pλ1{2kq q and Dk “
diagpλ1{2k1 , . . . , λ1{2kq q, it follows from Proposition 3 that there exists positive constant C2˚ , such
that ›››´pD´1 ´D´1¯D›››
max
ď C˚2M1pFXq
c
logppqq
n
, (S.3)
with probability great than 1 ´ c4ppqq´c5 . By Condition 2,we have maxj ||Dj||F ď λ1{20 and
}D´1E`pn ´ 1q´1ZTVj˘}pqqmax ď q1{2}D´1E`pn ´ 1q´1ZTVj˘D´1j }max||Dj||F “ Opq1{2q, where
the fact that, for q ˆ q matrix A and a diagonal matrix B, }AB}F ď q1{2}A}max}B}F , is
used. These results together with (S.2) and (S.3) imply that there exists C3˚››› pD´1pn´ 1q´1pZT pVj ´D´1E`pn´ 1q´1ZTVj˘›››pqq
max
ď C˚3M1pFXqqα`3{2
c
logppqq
n
(S.4)
Second, consider the bias term pn ´ 1q´1D´1EtZTpVj ´ ZD´1Bjqu. By Section D.1 of
the Supplementary Material, Rj is a pn ´ 1q ˆ q matrix whose row vectors are formed by
3
trtj, t “ 2, . . . , nu with rtj “ prtj1, . . . , rtjqqT and rtjl “ řpk“1 ř8m“q`1xφjl, xAjk, φkmyyξpt´1qkm
for l “ 1, . . . , q. It follows Conditions 2, 4 and similar arguments in deriving (A.22) and (S.4)
that there exists some positive constant C4˚ such that››pn´ 1q´1D´1EtZTpVj ´ ZD´1Bjqu››pqqmax
ď q1{2››pn´ 1q´1D´1EpZTRjqD´1j ››max||Dj||F ď C˚4 sjq´β`1. (S.5)
Third, it follows from Lemma 1, Lemma 15 in the Supplementary Material of Qiao, Guo
and James (2018) and ||B||pqq1 “ O
`
λ
1{2
0 sj
˘
that there exist some positive constants C5˚ such
that ›››`pΓ´ Γ˘Bj›››pqq
max
ď
›››pΓ´ Γ›››pqq
max
||Bj||pqq1 ďM1pFXqsjqα`2
c
logppqq
n
, (S.6)
with probability great than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 .
Combing results in (S.1), (S.4), (S.5) and (S.6) implies that there exist positive constants
CE, c4 and c5 such that
||pYj ´ pΓBj||pqqmax ď CEM1pFXqsj!qα`2
c
logppqq
n
` q´β`1
)
, j “ 1, . . . , p,
with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 . The proof is complete. ˝
B.6 Lemma 1 and its proof
Lemma 1 Suppose that Conditions 1-3 hold. Then there exist some positive constants CΓ,
c4 and c5 such that ››pΓ´ Γ››
max
ď CΓM1pFXqqα`1
c
logppqq
n
with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5.
Proof. Note that
}pΓ´ Γ}max “ max
1ďj,kďp,1ďl,mďq
ˇˇˇpλ´1{2jl pλ´1{2km pσjklm ´ λ´1{2jl λ´1{2km σjklm ˇˇˇ.
Let psjklm “ pλjlpλkmλjlλkm for each pj, k, l,mq. Then we have
pλ´1{2jl pλ´1{2km pσjklm ´ λ´1{2jl λ´1{2km σjklm “ ps´1{2jklm
˜pσjklm ´ σjklm
λ
1{2
jl λ
1{2
km
¸
`
´ps´1{2jklm ´ 1¯ σjklm
λ
1{2
jl λ
1{2
km
.
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Let Ωλ “
!
sup1ďjďp,1ďlďq
ˇˇˇ pλjl´λjl
λjl
ˇˇˇ
ď 1{5
)
. Observe that
psjklm ´ 1 “ ˜pλjl ´ λjl
λjl
` 1
¸˜pλkm ´ λkm
λkm
¸
`
pλjl ´ λjl
λjl
.
Then under the event Ωλ, we have |psjklm´1| ď 1{2, and thus ps´1{2jklm ď ?2. Moreover, provided
that fact that |p1` xq´1{2 ´ 1| ď x if |x| ď 1{2, we have
ˇˇˇps´1{2jklm ´ 1ˇˇˇ ď 65
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλkm ´ λkmλkm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
.
Under the event Ωλ, the above results together with the fact of σjklm ď λ1{2jl λ1{2km imply
that
}pΓ´ Γ}max ď ?2 max
1ďj,kďp,1ďl,mďq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pσjklm ´ σjklmλ1{2jl λ1{2km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` 125 max1ďjďp,1ďlďq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpλjl ´ λjlλjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then it follows from Theorems 4 and 6 that there exist some positive constants CΓ, c4 and
c5 such that
}pΓ´ Γ}max ď CΓM1pFXqqα`1c logppqq
n
with probability greater than 1´ c4ppqq´c5 . The proof is complete. ˝
B.7 Lemma 2 and its proof
The following lemma shows how to derive the tail probability through moment conditions.
Lemma 2 Let X be a random variable. If for some constants c1, c2 ą 0
P p|X| ą tq ď c1 expt´c´12 minpt2, tqu for any t ą 0,
then for any integer q ě 1,
EpX2qq ď q!c1p4c2qq ` p2qq!c1p4c2q2q.
Conversely, if for some positive constants a1, a2, EpX2qq ď q!a1aq2 ` p2qq!a1a2q2 , q ě 1, then
by letting c2˚ “ 8 maxt4pa2 ` a22q, a2u and c1˚ “ a1, we have that
P p|X| ą tq ď c˚1 expt´c˚´12 minpt2, tqu for any t ą 0.
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Proof. This lemma can be proved in a similar way to Theorem 2.3 of Boucheron et al.
(2014) and hence the proof is omitted here. In the proof, the following two inequalities are
used, i.e. for any c ą 0 and t ą 0,
1
2
minpt2, tq ď t
2
1` t ď minpt
2, tq,
and c
ct
2
` ct
2
ď cpt`
a
t2 ` 4t{cq
2
ď ?ct` ct.
B.8 Lemma 3 and its proof
Lemma 3 For each j “ 1, . . . , p and l “ 1, . . . , the term of pλjl ´ λjl can be expressed aspλjl ´ λjl “ @φjl, xp∆jj, φjlyD`Rjl, (S.7)
where |Rjl| ď 2}pφjl ´ φjl}}p∆jj}S . Furthermore, if infm:m‰l |pλjl ´ λjm| ą 0, thenpφjl ´ φjl “ ÿ
m:m‰l
ppλjl ´ λjmq´1φjm@pφjl, xp∆jj, φjmyD` φjl@pφjl ´ φjl, φjlD. (S.8)
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Lemma 5.1 of Hall and Horowitz (2007) and hence
the proof is omitted here. ˝
B.9 Lemma 4 and its proof
Lemma 4 For a p by p covariance matrix function, Σ “ `Σjkp¨, ¨q˘1ďj,kďp P Spˆp, we have
||Σjk||S ď max
1ďjďp
ż
U
Σjjpu, uqdu “ λ0
and
||xΣjk, φkmy|| ď λ1{2kmλ1{20 for m ě 1
Proof. Since every principal 2 by 2 submatrix is positive semi-definite, we have tΣjkpu, vqu2 ď
Σjjpu, uqΣkkpv, vq, which implies that
||Σjk||S ď
dż
U
Σjjpu, uqdu
ż
U
Σkkpv, vqdv ď max
1ďjďp
ż
U
Σjjpu, uqdu “ λ0.
Provided that Σjkpu, vq “ ř8l,m“1 Covpξtjl, ξtkmqφjlpuqφkmpvq, we have
||xΣjk, φkmy||2 “
´ 8ÿ
l“1
Epξtjlξtkmqφjlpuq
¯2
du ď
8ÿ
l“1
Epξ2tjlqEpξ2tkmq ď
ż
U
Σjjpu, uqduλkm ď λ0λkm,
which completes the proof. ˝.
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B.10 Lemma 5 and its proof
Lemma 5 For each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, let tφjlp¨qu1ďlďq and tpφjlp¨qu1ďlďq correspond to true and
estimated eigenfunctions, respectively, and pψjklm be the estimate of ψjklm for l,m “ 1, . . . , q.
Then we have›››››
qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
pφkmp¨q pψjklm !pφjlp¨q ´ φjlp¨q)
›››››
2
S
ď
qÿ
l“1
}pφjl ´ φjl}2 qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
pψ2jklm,›››››
qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
φkmp¨qp pψjklm ´ ψjklmqφjlp¨q
›››››
2
S
“
qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
p pψjklm ´ ψjklmq2.
Proof. We prove the first result›››››
qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
pφkm pψjklmppφjl ´ φjlq
›››››
2
S
“
qÿ
m“1
›››››
qÿ
l“1
pψjklmppφjl ´ φjlq
›››››
2
ď
qÿ
m“1
qÿ
l“1
pψ2jklm qÿ
l“1
}pφjl ´ φjl}2,
where the first equality from the orthonormality of tpφkmp¨qu1ďmďq and the second inequality
comes from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By the orthonormality of of tφkmp¨qu1ďmďq and
tφjlp¨qu1ďlďq, we can prove the second result›››››
qÿ
l“1
qÿ
m“1
φkmp pψjklm ´ ψjklmqφjl
›››››
2
S
“
qÿ
m“1
›››››
qÿ
l“1
p pψjklm ´ ψjklmqφjl
›››››
2
“
qÿ
m“1
qÿ
l“1
p pψjklm ´ ψjklmq2,
which completes the proof. ˝
B.11 Lemma 6 and its proof
Lemma 6 Let A,B P Rpqˆq with j-th blocks given by Aj,Bj P Rqˆq, respectively. We have
xxA,Byy ď ||B||pqqmax||A||pqq1 . (S.9)
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Proof. By the definition and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
xxA,Byy “
pÿ
j“1
xxAj,Bjyy
ď
pÿ
j“1
xxAj,Ajyy1{2xxBj,Bjyy1{2
ď max
j
||Bj||F
pÿ
j“1
||Aj||F “ ||B||pqqmax||A||pqq1 ,
which completes the proof. ˝
C An illustrative example
In the following, for any A,B P Spˆp and x P Hp, write AB, Ax and xTA forż
U
Apu, v1qBpv1, vqdv1 ,
ż
U
Apu, vqxpvqdv and
ż
U
xpuqTApu, vqdu,
respectively. For a p by p matrix, C, we denote its maximum eigenvalue, spectral radius and
operator norm by λmaxpCq, ρpCq “ |λmaxpCq| and ||C|| “
a
λmaxpCTCq, respectively.
Let xt “
`
xt1, xt2
˘
T
, ψ “ diag`ψ1, ψ2˘, C “
»– a b
0 a
fifl and et “ `et1, et2˘T , then the
model VFAR(1) in (8) and (9) can be rewritten as
ψpuqxt “
ż
U
ψpuqCψpvqψpvqxt´1dv `ψpuqet,
which leads to a VAR(1) model
xt “ Cxt´1 ` et. (S.10)
Provided that Apu, vq “ ψpuqCψpvq and ||C|| “ aλmaxpCTCq “ λ1 with CTCy “ λ21y
for ||y|| “ 1, it is easy to see that
ATA “
ż
ATpu, v1qApv1, vqdv1 “
ż
ψpuqCTψpv1qψpv1qCψpvqdv1 “ ψpuqCTCψpvq
and ż
pATAqpu, vqpψpvqyqdv “
ż
ψpuqCTCψpvqψpvqydv “ ψpuqCTCy “ λ21ψpuqy.
Hence ||A||L “
a
λmaxpATAq “ ||C|| “ λ1. The left side of Figure 1 plots ||A||L vs b for
different values of a P p0, 1q.
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Let pωj,vjq, j “ 1, 2, be the eigen-pairs of C satisfying Cvj “ ωjvj. Thenż
U
ψpuqCψpvqψpvqvjdv “
ż
U
Apu, vqψpvqvjdv “ ωjψpuqvj.
Hence A and C share the same eigenvalues, which are ω1 “ ω2 “ a. When ρpAq “ ρpCq “
|a| ă 1, (8) and (S.10) correspond to stationary VFAR(1) and VAR(1) models, respectively.
For the VFAR(1) model in (8), the spectral density matrix function and the covariance
matrix function of tXtutPZ are
fX,θ “ 1
2pi
˜
Σ0 `
8ÿ
h“1
!
Σ0pATqh expp´ihθq `AhΣ0 exppihθq
)¸
(S.11)
and
Σ0 “ σ2
8ÿ
h“1
AhpAhqT , (S.12)
respectively. For the VAR(1) model in (S.10), the spectral density matrix and the covariance
matrix of txtutPZ are
fx,θ “ 1
2pi
˜
S0 `
8ÿ
h“1
!
S0pCTqh expp´ihθq `ChS0 exppihθq
)¸
(S.13)
and
S0 “ σ2
8ÿ
h“1
ChpChqT , (S.14)
respectively. Noting that AhΣ0 “
ş
U ψpuqChψpv1qψpv1qS0ψpvqdv1 “ ψpuqChS0ψpvq and
applying similar techniques, we can obtain that fX,θ “ ψpuqfx,θψpvq and Σ0 “ ψpuqS0ψpvq.
The functional stability measure of tXtutPZ under (8) is
2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,ΦPH20
ΦTfX,θΦ
ΦTΣ0Φ
“ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,ΦPH20
pψΦqTfx,θψΦ
pψΦqTS0ψΦ ,
where ψΦ P R2 with pψΦqj “ xφj,Φy, j “ 1, 2. Hence the functional stability measure of
tXtutPZ under (8) is the same as that of txtutPZ under (S.10), i.e. the essential supremum
of the maximal eigenvalue of 2piS
´1{2
0 fx,θS
´1{2
0 over θ P r´pi, pis. Some calculations yield fx,θ
and S0 as follows.
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By (S.13), we have
fx,θ “ 1
2pi
¨˝
S0 ` S0
»– ř8h“1 ah expp´ihθq 0ř8
h“1 ha
h´1 expp´ihθqb ř8h“1 ah expp´ihθq
fifl
`
»– ř8h“1 ah exppihθq ř8h“1 hah´1 exppihθqb
0
ř8
h“1 a
h exppihθq
fiflS0‚˛
“ 1
2pi
¨˝
S0 ` S0
»– α expp´iθq1´a expp´iθq 0
b expp´iθq
p1´a expp´iθqq2
a expp´iθq
1´a expp´iθq
fifl`
»– a exppiθq1´a exppiθq b exppiθqp1´a exppiθqq2
0 a exppiθq
1´a exppiθq
fiflS0‚˛.
By (S.14), we have
S0 “
»– ř8h“0 a2h `ř8h“0 h2a2h´2b2 ř8h“0 ha2h´1bř8
h“0 ha
2h´1b
ř8
h“0 a
2h
fifl
“
»– 11´a2 ` pa2`1qb2p1´a2q3 abp1´a2q2
ab
p1´a2q2
1
1´a2
fifl .
The right side of Figure 1 plots functional stability measures of tXtutPZ vs b for different
values of a P p0, 1q.
D Derivations for VFAR models
D.1 Matrix representation of a VFAR(L) model in (31)
Note that the VFAR(L) model in (30) can be equivalently represented as
Xtjpuq “
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
xAhjkpu, ¨q, Xpt´hqkp¨qy ` εtjpuq, t “ L` 1, . . . , n, j “ 1 . . . , p. (S.15)
It then follows from the Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion that (S.15) can be rewritten as
8ÿ
l“1
ξtjlφjlpuq “
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
8ÿ
m“1
xAhjkpu, ¨q, φkmp¨qyξpt´hqkm ` εtjpuq.
This, together with orthonormality of tφjmp¨qumě1, implies that
ξtjl “
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
qkÿ
m“1
xφjl, xAhjk, φkmyy ξpt´hqkm ` rtjl ` tjl,
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where rtjl “ řLh“1 řpk“1 ř8m“qk`1xφjl, xAhjk, φkmyyξpt´hqkm and tjl “ xφjl, εtjy for l “ 1, . . . , qj,
represent the approximation and random errors, respectively. Let rtj “ prtj1, . . . , rtjqjqT and
tj “ ptj1, . . . , tjqjqT . Let Rj,Ej be pn´ Lq ˆ qj matrices whose row vectors are formed by
trtj, t “ L`1, . . . , nu and ttj, t “ L`1, . . . , nu respectively. Then (S.15) can be represented
in the matrix form of (31)
D.2 VFAR(1) representation of a VFAR(L) model
We can represent a p-dimensional VFAR(L) model in (30) as a pL-dimensional VFAR(1)
model in the form of rXtpuq “ şU rA1pu, vqrXt´1pvqdv`rεt´1puq, u P U with rXt “
»—————–
Xt
Xt´1
...
Xt´L`1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P
HpL, rA1 “
»————————–
A1 A2 ¨ ¨ ¨ AL´1 AL
Ip 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ip ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ip 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P SpLˆpL, rεt “
»—————–
εt
εt´1
...
εt´L`1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P HpL and Ip “
`
Cjkp¨, ¨q
˘
1ďj,kďp P Spˆp with Cjkpu, vq “ Ipj “ kqIpu “ vq. See a similar VAR(1) represen-
tation of a VAR(L) model in Basu and Michailidis (2015).
D.3 VFAR(1) representation of the simulation example
Noting that θt “ Bθt´1 ` ηt, we have θtj “
řp
k“1 Bjkθpt´1qk ` ηtj for j “ 1, . . . , p. Mul-
tiplying both sides by spuqT and applying şU spvqspvqTdv “ I5, we obtain that spuqTθtj “ş
U
řp
k“1 spuqTBjkspvqspvqTθpt´1qkdv ` spuqTηtj. Letting Ajkpu, vq “ spuqTBjkspvq, Xtjpuq “
spuqTθtj and εtjpuq “ spuqTηtj, we have Xtjpuq “
řp
k“1xAjkpu, ¨qXpt´1qkp¨qy ` εtjpuq.
E Algorithms in fitting VFAR models
E.1 Selection of tuning parameters
To fit the proposed VFAR model, we need choose values for three tuning parameters, qj
(the number of selected principal components for j “ 1, . . . , p), ηj (the smoothing parameter
11
when performing regularized FPCA, as described in Section E.2) and γnj (the regularization
parameter in (32) to control the block sparsity level in tpΨhjk : h “ 1, . . . , L, k “ 1, . . . , pu).
We adopt a K-fold cross-validated method to choose pqj, ηjq for each j. Specifically, let
Wtjs be observed values of Xtjpusq at u1, . . . , uT . We randomly divide the set t1, . . . , nu into
K groups, D1, . . . ,DK of approximately equal size, with the first group treated as a validation
set. Implementing regularized FPCA on the remaining K ´ 1 groups, we obtain estimated
mean function pµp´1qjl puq, FPC scores pξp´1qtjl,ηj and eigenfunctions pφp´1qjl pu; ηjq for l “ 1, . . . , qj.
The predicted curve for the t-th sample in group one can be computed by xW p1qtjs “ pµp´1qjl pusq`řqj
l“1 pξp´1qtjl,ηj pφp´1qjl pus; ηjq. This procedure is repeated K times. Finally, we choose qj and ηj as
the values that minimize the mean cross-validated error,
CVpqj, ηjq “ pKT q´1
Kÿ
k“1
Tÿ
s“1
ÿ
tPDk
pWtjs ´xW pkqtjs q2.
There are several possible methods one could adopt to select the regularization parameter
γnj for each j. Popular approaches include AIC, BIC and cross-validation. While the third
one is computational intensive, we take an approach motivated by the information criterion
for sparse additive models (Voorman et al., 2014). Our proposed AIC and BIC criterion take
the form of
AICjpγnjq “ nlogtRSSjpγnjqu ` 2dfjpγnjq (S.16)
and
BICjpγnjq “ nlogtRSSjpγnjqu ` logpnqdfjpγnjq, (S.17)
respectively, where RSSjpγnjq “
››› pV0j´řLh“1 řpk“1 pVhk pΦpγnjqhjk ›››2
F
is the residual sum of squares
from minimizing (32) with the regularization parameter γnj and dfjpγnjq is the corresponding
value of degrees of freedom. For non-functional data or qj “ 1, we can approximate the
degrees of freedom by the number of non-zero parameters in tpΦhjk : h “ 1, . . . , L, k “
1, . . . , pu. In the functional setting with qj ą 1, we use
dfjpγnjq “
Lÿ
h“1
pÿ
k“1
$&%I´ph, kq : ||pΦpγnjqhjk ||F ‰ 0¯` pqjqk ´ 1q ||pVhk pΦ
pγnjq
hjk ||2F
||pVhk pΦpγnjqhjk ||2F ` γnj
,.- . (S.18)
We seek the value of γnj that minimizes AICj or BICj.
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E.2 Regularized FPCA
In this section, we drop subscripts j for simplicity of notation. Suppose we observe Xp¨q “
pX1p¨q, . . . , Xnp¨qqT on U , our goal is to find the first q regularized principal component
functions tφlp¨q, l “ 1, . . . , qu. We obtain the l-th leading principal component φlp¨q through
a smoothing approach, which maximizes the following penalized sample variance [(9.1) in
Ramsay and Silverman (2005)]
PENηpφlq “ Varpxφl, Xiyq||φl||2 ` η||φ2l ||2
, (S.19)
subject to ||φl|| “ 1 and xφl, φl1y`ηxφ2l , φ2l1y “ 0, l1 “ 1, . . . , l´1, where η ě 0 is a smoothing
parameter to control the roughness of φlp¨q.
Suppose that Xpuq “ δTbpuq and φlpuq “ ζTl bpuq where bp¨q is a G-dimensional B-
spline basis function, δ P RnˆG and ζl P RG are the basis coefficients for Xp¨q and φlp¨q,
respectively. Let J “ ş bpuqbpuqTdu, U “ JδTδJ and Q “ ş b2puqb2puqTdu, (S.19) is
equivalent to maximizing
PENηpφlq “ ζ
T
l Uζl
ζTl pJ` ηQqζl , (S.20)
subject to ζTl Jζl “ 1 and ζTl pJ ` ηQqζl1 “ 0, l1 “ 1, . . . , l ´ 1. By singular value decompo-
sition (SVD), we obtain eigen-pairs, pS1,P1q and pS2,P2q such that J ` ηQ “ P1S´21 PT1
and S1P
T
1UP1S1 “ P2S´22 PT2 . Then (S.20) becomes PENηpφlq “ x
T
l P
T
2 S2P2xl
xTl xl
, where xl “
S´11 PT1ζl. This suggests us to perform SVD on PT2S2P2, where we can obtain pxl, pζl “ P1S1pxl
and pφlpuq “ pζTl bpuq{`pζTl Jpζl˘1{2, l “ 1, . . . , q. In practice, we can set G to a pre-specified large
enough value, and implement the cross-validation procedure described in Section E.1 to select
q and η.
E.3 Block FISTA algorithm to solve (32)
The optimization problem in (32) can be reformulated as follows.
min
XPRrˆqj
gpXq, gpXq “ fpXq ` γnj
pLÿ
k“1
}Xk}F , (S.21)
where fpXq “ 2´1trace tpY ´BXqTpY ´BXqu , r “ řLh“1 řpk“1 qk, Y P Rpn´Lqˆqj , B P
Rpn´Lqˆr, and X “ pXT1 , . . . ,XTpLqT P Rrˆqj with Xk P Rqkˆqj for k “ 1, . . . , p. (S.21) is a
convex problem including the smooth part for Xk, i.e. fpXq and the non-smooth part for Xk,
i.e.γnj
řpL
k“1 }Xk}F . To solve the minimization problem in (S.21), we adopt a block version of
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fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) combined
with a restarting technique (O’Donoghue and Candes, 2015), namely block FISTA.
The basic idea behind our proposed block FISTA is summarized as follows. Let ∇fpXq
be the gradient of fpXq at X. We start with an initial value Xp0q. At the pm`1q-th iteration
we first try to solve a regularized sub-problem
min
XPRrˆqj
trace
 p∇fpXpmqqTpX´Xpmqq(` p2Cq´1 ››X´Xpmq››2
F
` γnj
pLÿ
k“1
}Xk}F , (S.22)
where Xpmq is the m-th iterate and C ą 0 is a small constant controlling the stepsize at
pm` 1q-th step. The second term in (S.22) can be interpreted as a quadratic regularization,
which restricts the updated iterate not to be very far from Xpmq. The analytical solution to
(S.22) takes the form of
rXpm`1q “ `rXpm`1qk ˘ with rXpm`1qk “ ´1´ γnjC}Zpmqk }´1F ¯` Zpmqk , k “ 1, . . . , pL, (S.23)
where Zpmq “ Xpmq ´ C∇fpXpmqq “ ``Zpmq1 ˘T , . . . , `ZpmqpL ˘T˘T and x` “ maxp0, xq. (See also
(3.a) and (3.b) of Algorithm 1).
We then take block FISTA (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) by adding an extrapolation step
in the algorithm (see also (3.c) and (3.d) of Algorithm 1):
Xpm`1q “ rXpm`1q ` ωpm`1qprXpm`1q ´ rXpmqq,
where the weight ωpm`1q is specified in Algorithm 1. Finally, at the end of each iteration, we
evaluate the generalized gradient at Xpm`1q by computing the sign of
trace
!
pXpmq ´ rXpm`1qqTprXpm`1q ´ rXpmqq) ,
which can be thought of a proxy of trace
!
p∇gpXpmqqqTprXpm`1q ´ rXpmqq). For a positive
sign, i.e. the objective function is increasing at rXpm`1q, we then restart our accelerated
algorithm by setting Xpm`1q “ Xpmq and ωpm`1q “ ωp1q (O’Donoghue and Candes, 2015).
This step can guarantee that the objective function g decreases over each iteration. We
iterative the above steps until convergence. We summarize the restarting-based block FISTA
in Algorithm 1. In practice, one issue is how to choose the stepsize parameter C. In general,
the proposed scheme is guaranteed to converge when C ă `λmaxpBTBq˘´1. Here we choose
C “ 0.9`λmaxpBTBq˘´1, which turns to work well in empirical studies. Alternatively, C can
be selected through a line search and one simple backtracking rule.
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Algorithm 1 Block FISTA for solving (S.21)
1. Input: C “ 0.9`λmaxpBTBq˘´1, θ0 “ 1, Xp0q “ pXp0qT1 , . . . ,Xp0qTpL qT “ 0, Zp0q “
pZp0qT1 , . . . ,Zp0qTpL qT “ 0, rXp0q “ prXp0qT1 , . . . , rXp0qTpL qT “ 0.
2. For m “ 0, 1, . . . do
(3.a) Zpmq “ Xpmq ´ C∇fpXpmqq,
(3.b) rXpm`1qk “ ´1´ γnjC}Zpmqk }´1F ¯` Zpmqk , k “ 1, . . . , pL,
(3.c) θm`1 “
`
1`a1` 4θ2m˘{2,
(3.d) Xpm`1q “ rXpm`1q ` θm´1
θm`1
`rXpm`1q ´ rXpmq˘,
(3.e) If trace
!
pXpmq ´ rXpm`1qqTprXpm`1q ´ rXpmqq) ą 0, set
Xpm`1q “ Xpmq, θm`1 “ 1.
end do until convergence.
3. Output: the final estimator Xpm`1q.
F Additional simulation results
Figures 2 and 3 plot the median best ROC curves (we rank ROC curves by the corresponding
AUROCs) over the 100 stimulation runs in Models (i) and (ii), respectively. Again we see
that `1{`2-LS2, which explains partial curve information, although performing better than
`1-LS1 is substantially outperformed by `1{`2-LSa in terms of model selection consistency.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of median estimated ROC curves over 100 simulation runs. `1{`2-LSa
(black solid), `1{`2-LS2 (green dotted) and `1-LS1 (red dashed) for Model (i).
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Figure 3: Comparisons of median estimated ROC curves over 100 simulation runs. `1{`2-LSa
(black solid), `1{`2-LS2 (green dotted) and `1-LS1 (red dashed) for Model (ii).
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